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CAMPUS READY FOR ANNUAL GYPSY FIESTA TOMORROW
Sj Conservatory's H . R . K n i c k e r b o c k e r , F a m o u s Author
String Ensemble Writer, S p e a k s H e r e Friday

Scores Success

Dayton 1941 Benefit Frolic Gives
Will View Her
Promise of Surpassing All
Own Play Here

Foreign Correspondent Called
Back After Success in
Last Year's Lecture

ta Kunrad Kvam Directs Group
"No
'ill
of
•4
In Sunday Concert
real peace in our time," according
k\\

to H. R. Knickerbocker, the wellknown American foreign correspondent, who speaks here this Friday, February 14, at 8:15 p. m., ir
the Winter Park High School Audi
torium. He is returning to th.
*4
By Presly Wetherell
Annie Russell Series by popula.
! Last Sunday afternoon the Con- request, last year's audience hav
%| servatory of Music presented its ing practically made his return in
string ensemble in concert in the $vitable by their insistence on it
HiJ Annie Russell Theatre/ The brilliMr. Knickerbocker says that
lljt' ant and varied program was per- there may be intermitten truces and
formed under the capable baton brief periods when there will be no
SOQ±| of Mr. A. Kunrad Kvam.
fighting, but that the outlook for a
jU Opening the program was the genuine peace is very dismal inH. R. KNICKERBOCKER
j i delightfully scored Eine Kleine deed. He thinks that the world is Brilliant Author-Lecturer, who is
im* Nachtmusik, by Mozart, in which
the brink of another hundred appearing here Friday night on The
njj. the ensemble displayed it's remark- years war, because the ideological Annie Russell Series.
ijj able virtuosity.
implications of the current EurOj! The D Minor Concerto for two opean struggle are so far-reaching
i violins and orchestra from Bach's and so deeply involve the social
m pen followed, with Albert Nassi structure of the entire civilized
dj,] and Erika Heyder playing the solo world.
j j parts. This number was doubtless
He believes that the present coni the most ambitious on the program flict between Germany and Great
nu' and received a spirited response Britain will probably last at least
„l from the three hundred mu
six years, but that this war will be
jjj ers present. Mr. Nassi and Miss but the prelude to the greater war
Heyder well deserved the acclaima to come. That war will be a con- Archduke Otto, of Austria
^ ' tion for their performance. It cer flict between a "Red Germany and
also to Appear Here on
f tainly showed results of a tremen a red Russia and the Allied Powers
Annual Program
dous amount of preparation.
and anyone else who will fight in
j Directly after the intermission the interest of decency and civilizaRollins College Animated
n the audience was favored witl tion."
Saint-Saens' lilting Caprice-Valsi
Just how far-reaching the con- Magazine, one of Florida's most
for piano. Miss Marelle Haley per sequences of this conflict will be, popular winter events which atII
formed this work with great east the possibilities of this country's tracts wide-spread interest outside
•* and marked musicianship. The involvement and the United States' the state, will be presented in its
; soloist, in the minds of many, put stake in the European situation will fourteenth annual edition on Sun• herself into the work with the re- be covered in Mr. Knickerbocker's day afternoon, February 23, at
l suit of her own true nature — that lecture here, the subject of which 2:30, when notable authorities in
Of gracefullness. A sympathetic will be "America's Role in the the field of letters and public affairs will appear in person to read
accompaniment was rendered by the World Crisis."
i ensemble.
Mr. Knickerbocker first went to their manuscripts.
1
In accordance with tradition, the
John Powell, who needs no into- Europe in 1923. Though he had
duction to Rollins and Winter Park worked on several New York news- contributors will appear on a canofacing chairs and
; audiences, was the highlight of the papers, he had decided to give up pied platform
program with his sincere rendition newspaper work and study medi- bleachers arranged to accommodate
an audience of over 5,000 persons
of Schubert's Der Wanderer and
(Continued on Page 4)
assembled on the college campus.
Verdi's Eri Tu. Mr. Powell's first
President Hamilton Holt, originnumber was an excellent interpreator of the Animated Magazine,
tation of German Lieder but it was
even surpassed by the second in his
A n n o u n c e d a t T e a | will serve in his customary role
group. This more sympathetic work
as "editor",
editor", and Dr. Edwin 0
is taken from Verdi's opera, The
Grover, vice-president of Rollins,
Books of matches on whose
(Continued on Page 2)
will also be serving his 14th year
covers were printed "Sherry
as the official "publisher."
and Don" announced the enAmong the contributors to be
gagement of Sherry Gregg to
listed in the table of contents will
Donald Ogilvie, at a tea given
be Governor Spessard L. Holland,
by Mr. and Mrs. Dean Gregg,
Maurice Maeterlinck, the "Belgian
February 8. Both Sherry and
Shakespeare" and author of the
Don graduated from Rollins
We had a nice, timely news item
classic story "The Bluebird"; Archlast
June.
Miss
Gregg
belonged
to the effect that the Kappas, alduke Otto of Austria; Osa Johnson,
to Chi Omega fraternity and
though beset with difficulties, had
explorer and author; Anne O'Hare
the Order of the Libra. Mr.
decided to hold their dance SaturMcCormick, New York Times comOgilivie was a Kappa Alpha
day night anyway, but we had to
mentator; Rex Beach, Marjorie
and an O. D. K. The wedding
withdraw it in favor of an even
Kinnan Rawlings, and Frank Case,
will take place in May in the
more timely news flash that called
(Continued on page 4)
Knowles Memorial Chapel.
the whole tiling off again. Please,
girls. Don't abuse the use of
woman's privilege."

•

I Students Play Large
I Role in Fine Program

Spessard Holland,
Other Notables Due
On Animated Mag

Gregg-Ogilvie Troth

ODDS and ENDS

Bill Collins, that refugee from
air raid shelter, was seen buying
himself a stock of fat, managerial
cigars and a serious look recently.
Bill is handlin' de bizness propolitions of Mr. William Milner's newly
formed band. Just think of the
money value of all this free publicity, Willie!
Donald the Mad Murphy and a
henchman were heard making the
most of a very appropriate "Wuthering Heights" atmosphere about
four Sunday morning. Mr. Murphy,
a trouper to the last, wandered
around in the dreary rain in a
dreary manner, wailing "Heathcliff" in his best dulcet banshee
tones. His buddy, who shall mercifully go nameless here, gave back
the mating call in a bona fide Georgia drawl, with a 'howled "Heah
Ah Is" in reply to the Mad Murphy's yowlings. The Sigma Nus and
Lambda Chis are organizing a
posse to get the two of them right

This week we nominate for oblivion those people who wander into
your room while you're dressing for
dinner, grab your comb and immerse it in a cloud of dandruff-laden
hair; run your electric razor over
their none-too-clean visages, and
finish up with a liberal bath in your
after-shave lotion. Just once more
and we'll start NAMING people!

Second Film Series Planned
By Local Honorary Societies

Irving Bacheller
Essay Contest Draws
Eighty-five Entries
Eighty-five Florida -ligh school
students have submitted original
essays on "A Notable Personality
of Florida" as their entries in the
21st annual Irving Bacheller Essay Contest, according to announcement by Mr. Bacheller. A committee of judges will select the six
best essays from the entire collection, basing their decisions upon
originality, fluency of expression
and accuracy of the student writers.
The six finalists will memorize
their essays and deliver them as
orations at Mr. Bacheller's estate,
"Gate-o-the-Isles", here on Friday
afternoon, Ferbruary 21, as an outstanding event of the FoundersWeek celebration at Rollins College. Two gold medals, the gift of
the noted author, will be offered
as prizes.
The essays were submitted by
junior and senior students in high
hool from Venice, Lakeland. Sarasota, Orlando, Oviedo, Miami, Sanford, Summerfield, Palatka, Trenton and Pahokee, Mr. Bacheller
said.

Famous American, French and
German Movies Featured
The success of the first series
of films from the Museum of Modern Art Film Library has encouraged the Key Society and Theta
Alpha Phi to make arrangements
for a second series of eight films.
The membership card for the series
of eight films will again be $2.00.
The films selected for this program
should prove even more popular
than those of the last program.
All are famous films which have
aided immeasureably in the development of motion pictures. All
have been carefully selected because they are known to be excellent entertainment.
The films to be shown in this
series entitled Memorable American, German, and French Films
folio
Di
March 9—"Cavalcad'
rected by Frank Lloyd from Noel
Coward's famous play. The stars
are Diana Wynward and Clive
Brook.
March 16—"The Unholy Three"
—Directed by Tod Browning with
the incomparable Lon Chaney and
Victor McLaglen. Crime melodrama
(Continued on Page 4)

Writer of "First Lady" Due
Here During Founders'
Week Program
"First Lady", Student Players'
fourth presentation of the current
dramatic season, will have among
the members of its last-night audience the co-author of. the play,
Katharine Dayton. Here to make
her appearance on the Animated
Magazine the next week, Miss Dayton will have the unique distinction
of being the first author of Broadway stature to be present at the
presentation of her own play at
Rollins.
"First Lady" was a Broadway
success several seasons ago. Commented Percy Hammond of the
New York Herald Tribune, "Miss
Katharine Dayton, a wide-eyed historian of Washington. . . George S.
Kaufman, her confederate, both of
them adept in seeing the funny
side of serious things, laid into their
subject with humorous gusto. . .
Bright, metallic wit shines and
flashes through the play."
The cast, largest yet used this
year, has had two changes made
this week. As Judge Mason, Dean
M. Waddell will replace John
Liberman, who was incapacita
by a burdensome schedule. Alden
Manchester will take over as Ellsworth Ganning, in place of Everett
Farnsworth, who was overwhelmed
by the shock of winning his recent
New York debate.

Irving Bacheller
Professorship is
Given to Granberry
Joshua C. Chase's Movement
Reaches Culmination
An event of more than ordinary
interest to the faculty, staff, and
student body will be the first public function of Founders Week;
luncheon for Professor Edwin
Granberry in recognition of, h
election to the recently created
Irving Bacheller Professorship of
Creative Writing. This function
will be held at the Country Club
of Orlando on Friday, February 21,
at one o'clock and will doubtless
attract a large number of literati
from many parts of the state as
did a similar luncheon given last
year for Irving Bacheller.
The movement to establish an
endowed Professorship of Creative
Writing in Rollins College in honor
of Irving Bacheller, regarded by
many as the dean of American
novelists, by Joshua Coffin Chase,
was begun more than a year ago,
according to an announcement just
made by President Hamilton Holt.
The professorship has been temporarily underwritten by Homer
Card, Mrs. George E. Warren, and
other close friends and admirers of
Mr. Bacheller, and in addition ap
proximately $5,000 has been raised
toward the $125,000 which it is
hoped to assemble for the perman(Continued en Page 4)
ORGAN VESPERS
Wednesday, February 12, 1941
— 5:00 O'clock.
Featuring works of Polish
composers and colaborating with
a national commenoration of the
fiftieth anniversary of the first
American concert of Ignace
Paderewski.
Program
March on a theme of Handel
Guilmant
Two Preludes . Frederick Chopin
Nocturne in E Flat
_
Chopin
Gretchen Cox, violinist
Polish Dance
Schwarwenka
(a) Melodie
Paderewski
(b) Menuet in G
Chopin
Military Polonaise

Others For Fun and Frolic
Varied Program In eludes
Minstrel Shows, Athletic
Contests and Dance

Chairman Green Asks
Early Start
The shores of Lake Virginia, norally a quiet retreat for lovers of
nature or just plain lovers, is allset to erupt again tomorrow with
gical array of tents, fortune
teller booths, . game - of - chance
stands, thieve's markets, refreshment stalls and all the crazy paraphenalia that goes to make up the
annual Gypsy Fiesta, the Winter
Park equivalent of Mardi Gras.

Mr. Fribley and Mr. Farnsworth, looking rather grim, have just finished proving that Florida is the ideal playground. The Bates boys look
unhappy over their return to Maine.

Although when this article went
to press there had been little sign
of activity along the projected Midway, there was a buzz of discussion
planning in every dormitory,
sorority and fraternity groups
drove hard to perfect all details of
projected money - making
schemes.
Outstanding innovation in view
to date, is the huge tent erected
on the girl's volleyball court near
the Sandspur Bowl, which was
brought here from Tampa by Carl
Sedlmayer, whose father owns and
operates the mammoth Royal
American shows.
Other outstanding attractions include the tennis matches featuring
two of the nation's top ranking
stars, Rollins co-eds Betz
d Bundy; as well as exhibitions
by Ed Amark, Ed Alloo and other
Rollins varsity men.
An ambitious program will be
presented at the Annie Russell
Theatre at 8:15, with a minstrel
show, fencing matches, a raffle and
songs by Madame Louise Homer's
pupils on the bill of fare. Finally,
the freshmen class is taking a big
step forward in sponsoring a dance
Rec Hall from 9:30 to 12:00, with
Tussy Brannon's orchestra and adission only 25c!
But these are just the highlights
i a program so jam-packed with
fun and entertainment that you'll
be hard put to get a look at everything in one day. Chairman Isabelle
Green urges every group to get set
up for business early in the after> to handle the large influx of school children expected.
As plans now stand, this year's
Gypsy Fiesta should be the finest
and most profitable to date. The
rest is in the hands of the Gods,
especially Jupe Pluvius!

Maurice Dreicer Whirls Farnsworth, Fribley
Through Three Hectic Days of Broadcasting
With some bit of reluctance, our
two debators Farnsworth and Fribley returned Tuesday after an extensive radio experience in N. Y. C.
While in the "big city" they were
both entertained and sponsored by
Maurice Dreicer, well-known radio
figure and Rollins graduate of '34.
It was through Mr. Dreicer's efforts
that the debate was broadcasted.
Mr. Dreicer, incidentally, was very
active as a debator while here at
Rollins, participating in over 150
debates.
The Debators were met at their
hotel at about 6 o'clock on Friday,
Jan. 31st, by Mr. Dreicer, who then
took them to dinner at the Old
Absinthe House, one of the celebrated places on 52nd Street, and
the boys had a special Louisiana
dinner which made them temporarily forget the cold climate.
After that they were whisked
to "Why Democracy" which is sponsored by the Council for Democracy
headed by Raymond Gram Swing;
Raymond Rubican, Dorothy Thompson and others. This broadcast had
as its feature guest Charles Evans
Hughes, Jr., son of the Chief Justice. Farnsworth questioned him

about the workings of democracy
and received special answers
rected to him. This broadcast
over WMCA and was also directed
by Mr. Dreicer.
After this broadcast the debators
were taken to station WOV, New
York's new 10,000 watt station,
which has very elaborate studios
at 730 Fifth Ave., they participated
in a contest of identifying voices of
famous people. Both Dr. Pierce,
Fribley and Farnsworth did amazingly well, competing against the
Fagin Dramatic School. Such
voices as Everett Marshall; Mrs.
Roosevelt; Jack Benny, were rapidly recognized by alert Rollinsites.
Refreshments at the famous cocktail room at the Plaza concluded
the day officially for the tired
group.
The big event of the trip took
place on Saturday, February 1st,
when at 10:30 a. m., over WOR and
affiliated Mutual Network stations
when Farnsworth and Fribley, in
the opinion of many neutral observers, decidedly held sway over
the very competent Bates debators
from Lewiston, Maine, on the topic
(Continued on Page 4)

David Griffith Saw Three Ring Circus, Tried
To Outdo it in "Intolerance," Says Gregg
ality as one can find, this reviewer
By Jess Gregg
is easy to see where that found awe-inspiring the babylonHollywood Idiom "Colossal" was ian sequences, the sets and cosl. My program tells me David tumes of which left ones senses
Griffith was inspired to make "In- exhausted. (The Vestal Virgins
tolerance" after reading a certain weren't bad either.)
It is quite a feat to keep four
court case. Don't you believe it.
My guess is he saw a three-ring stories going at once — all being
circus and tried to outdo it. He did. intolerant like made — but it was
Certainly no circus, three ring oi even harder to follow them. I never
ten ring circus could start with a knew in WHAT century I was. It
society tea-dance and end with the was terribly confusing to follow a
crucificion of Christ. In the mean lover thru the massacring mob on
time it had a scathing denounce- St. Bartholmew's Day in the fifment of prudish morality; embrac- teenth century, and just as he's
ed rape, massacre, kidnapping, about to save his girl friend, who
murder, siege, miracle, two or three should come trudging thru the jeerSaturnalias, a couple of battles and ing crowd, but Jesus Christ and i
four thousand years. "Colossal" is cross, and to save him, a train
thunders across the screen, racing
talking about.
It would be easy to make a snap with an automobile, and the armies
judgment using present standards of Cyrus hot in pursuit. All it
of plot, direction, acting, mak-up lacked, for my money, was a touchand photography. But this picture down.
was made twenty-five years ago,
A spectacle is always hard to
and today it still has moments judge because you never Know
that thrill — as well as moments where to start or finish. There's
that convulse. Worst of all were the too much; too many people. There
titles. Either ultra flowery and were at least five thousand extras
note-laden, or entirely irrelevant at seven-fifty a day. A number of
and obvious. The literary work stunt men who dived screaming
there stinks. (Note: Stinx — a from the walls of Babylon at fifty
river just outside Hades).
dollars a dive. And then there were
Peering into things just a mite several men whose heads were
further, one realizes what a mag- lopped off before our very eyes,
nificent job "Intolerance" is. Albeit and they must have charged extra
(Continued on Page 4)
contains as ghastly a dose of mor-

Alber to Speak
President Holt invites all students, faculty and staff members to attend an informal talk
on Winston Churchill by Louis J.
Alber at 7:30 Sunday evening,
February 16, at the President's
Mr. Alber, noted writer, lecturer and world traveler, has
known the British Prime Minister for more than twenty years.
He managed Mr. Churchill's lecture tour of the United States,
and was intimately associated
with him during his stay in
America.
His talk Sunday has been
especially arranged, with Mr.
Alber's gracious cooperation, for
students and faculty, since they
will be unable to attend his
only lectur which is scheduled
for eleven o'clock next Monday
morning. It will provide a rare
opportunity for members of the
Rollins family to obtain an inside acquaintance with Mr.
Churchill, for Mr. Alber will tell
of many intimate incidents which
he does not give on the public
lecture platform.
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FROM OUR CAMPUS CORRESPONDENTS
in the Club. There is great doubt and Nancy have had a whole
we;>
as to whether or not it will be used without a feud. Davis, House, Victor
since there are so very few of the and Nin are still in the golf tourna
foundations by pathologically dy Clubbers, who wander very far ment. Bob and Sam have sworn
LAMBDA CHI COMMENT
the
If
The other day we were thinking, ing we awaken to find the windows namic Newmark doing a spread- from home, but you know how it is off. I wonder how long it will last?
Nin as usual spent the week-end
Wouldn't It Be Wonderful If Ed barred and feed troughs in the eagle under the pressure of twenty . . . just in case! ! !
An appeal has been made to visiting his parents in St. Peters,
Acree became a drunkard; Jack lobby, the read pustment will be pounds. The startling effects of
a small one. Already Gus has great strain on his face verify Dar- Amark, Estes, Manny, and Mac- burg, and Lou is off on one of his
Combes would study a little
Yopp would take up with Doris enough hair matted from head to win's theory, leaving not a shad* Briar concerning the path that they flying jaunts. P. S., The house is
again; Frank Bowes didn't have foot to be mistaken for something of doubt in our minds. One oi have made* between the Club and again full now, that Ollie and Sam
such a horrible profile; Pete Craw- simian. Were it not for the gape these days Newmark is going to be the administration building on their are out of the Infirmary. The first
frequent visits in that direction — of the month is just past. Davis
ford had a memory; Rollins had of humanity in his face, his short a man, if such a thing is possible
perhaps they have been spending and "The Baron" have been
twenty Carrow Tolsons; Don Cram thumbs, and the fact that he runs
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
visiting
quite a bit of time in the library. the
was a social extrovert; Dudley up and down the hall at two
X CLUB X-CERPTS
rs of late. How are you doing,
Darling would be good; Pres Weth- morning crying that for something
Initiation having added
few Bill Justice can be blamed as one
Dan H. has only missed
of those who are wearing the path one night drinking lime-aid. Bob
erell could sing; Fred Kasten would to protect him when he goes down more to the list of members
between the library and Pugsley.
quit following the footsteps of by the lake on a typical Langford motley group, we feel the u
has missed none.
Bill Royall; Bob Steinfelt had invitation, we might already have congratulate ourselves as w
Affleck has rightly earned the
Yours — with carnations to the
twenty friends; Frank Grundler ordered that first gross of peanuts. the boys. Now we have seen ir i prac- right to wear the fireman's cap Tar basketball team, they finally
had forty girl friends; Dudley Dar- Other drawbacks are Al's beaver- tice the old theory about life being that he posseses when he was oi succeeded in turning over a new.
ling didn't have any girl friends; like teeth, of which we have seen a matter of giving and taking
hand the other night, fire extin leaf and winning a game. May they
Eddie Weinberg could learn that much lately, and Brewster, who there can be little doubt in
guisher and all, to answer a false continue.
a lover should ba not only a small belongs to the giraffe family of minds of the new members as
larm — the fire was in Chick's
man, but also a Hard man; Jim hich Percy Hubbard is the first just who does the giving and who stomach and the extinguisher was
K.
KAPPERS
Blalock could convince Bradley that fugitive.
does the taking. Dave Low seems useless.
Last week we missed publication
he is no longer a dead bird; Carl
Madrigal singers of the bath to have taken a new interest
Let it here be said that anyone
along with the sororities. Still, we'll
Sedlmayer would take a greater who delight in the bawdy and the life; it could be because of his
who takes it upon himself to as
try again to tell you that Gordon
interest in the Cotton futures; Bud- happy improbable must curb them- ing initiated, or finishing up so
much as speak to any one of a numdy Bryson's Coke machine would selves since ladies may linger now difficult experiments or it could ber of girls on the campus, will find Laughead, John Twatchman, Linddispense beer; Boyd France would in the lobby — or at least they were be that one Mary Anthony had themselves going under the ordeal sey de Guehery, Freddie Hall and
start a giant revolution in Mexico; lingering. If we hear another bal- something to do with it . . . who of being hounded as a "wolf" by Folke Sellman were initiated on
Rod MacArthur didn't possess so lad like that, Lord save the chastiYves has taken to giving one Paul Meredith . . . for verify the 1st of February. There, it's out!
Every body went to the Chi
much over intelligence; Reedy Tal- ty of Chase Hall!
lessons to those in the club, who cation of this consult Bill Affleck.
Omega dance, but most of the
ton had another tooth; Doyle DarQuestion: What sort of bat beats want to learn the conga and
people there were Greggs, Jess
nold would take up public speaking; on the screens early in the morning
heard most anytime of the day
Phi Doodle
had two sisters with him, as well
Kennie Scudder would come around and has a voice like a leaky tire or night chanting that one, two,
Sunday again! All is confused as Miss Robinson.
the house more often; everyone pump ? It knocked Fagan's screen three, umph etc. We learn that
you know, the after shin-dig blues.
possessed the good looks of Sammy out of its moorings, and earlier
Bower Corwin has been in the
among more promising of the pupils The dance Saturday night was very
Pugh; Bud Albert could pass an the evening, it knocked Rosenberg are Dave Low, Walrus MacBriar,
gay. Most of our men felt no pain water so much he looks like a fish.
intelligence test; Gene Sturchio out of one blond sweetpatootie.
Corky McCorkle, and Ted Pitman. and a good time was had by all ex- That's as far as it goes. Thank
was a musician; William Wharton
God! He had the flu so badly the
Squinty Dick Yard and some cud- Says Yves, "It requires a great deal cept Housebug, who lost his roll.
(Fla. A&M end) would bring his dler were caught in the quick some of rythm which these boys seem to
Did you hear the noise late other day, that we had to send him
Orlando girl over here and lei nights past by a sudden flash fol- have, the development of this I
a couple of gin mills, no, I mean
Thursday
night
or
early
Friday
some of the campus wolfs show her lowed by the ugh of a photographii leave to my assistant Bob Whiston."
fish gills to get him out of bed.
around; Chappie Lawton would plate being registered upon. As t( Whiston is assisted by Eddie Alloo, morning? It was just Ferg trying
This week we think Joe Knowles
learn how to play black jack; Bob the quilty snapdragon, he wore car who is assisted by Adam LaZonga, to locate his supper, poor boy.
Matthews could get his motor boat nival tights, metal-rims, two chubby who is assisted by Wilhite and Bob McFall's car is back and it's is in Leeburg, you know, that guy
to run; Dick Krall would gain some long legs, and a baby-rattle for a Hammond. To quote Alloo, "What requested by others that the writer is hard to follow, even when he
of last week's column say nothing plays pool, he clears the table and
weight; Royall would quit making
does Jennelle have that I haven't?" more about finders. Hank was in a slams the door before you can find
Eleanor buy all the gas; Dudley
Come, come, Eddie, she has Bill quandary Saturday afternoon. He
Why
don't
they
send
Sawyer
cue stick. However, his one weakwere a good editor; all the pledges
among other things.
is still wondering why Nancy and ness is slamming doors, it usually
were actives; and last but not least back to the age of miasmal mist
One of the worthy members of the Kappas treated him that way. gets him in the end. He is so fast \
if Kelly would not cut this column! and volcanic violence ? Anyhow,
Sawyer, busting a Brontosaurus is the Club, after listening to the oil We are all very happy to see Ed that he goes to school without even
more fun than grovelling on the that was formerly being wasted on and Tappy (Mr. and Mrs. Whitner) getting out of bed.
floor with Gus.
many of the unsuspecting people last night and all sincerely hope
Mrs. Hall had a birthday around
THE CHASE HALL
Bar-bells, or lifting weights to
and near Winter Park, has pro- they will visit us often.
the 2nd of February. However, the
The magnitude of the spiritual the uninformed, are gradually re- vided an outlet of a useful nature
Events of the past week to be chef made a cake. Regardless of
drive it takes to live in Chase Hall placing bridge and poker. The for the black gold. Now a light can noted — Floss broke 60 Saturday,
the belated greetings, we still say
matched only by that that keeps whole pla
jarred to its weak I be left lit for any wandering boys taking only sixteen putts. Hank "happy birthday, "Mum."

ALONG FRATERNITY ROW

. Alberta Little, Rollins College freshman and woman's golf champi
of Kentucky, who is considered a strong contender in the Mid-Florida
Women's Tournament now in progress at the Orlando Country Club,

Gab and Gown
By Pris Thompson
The Chi O. dance Saturday night
was a feminine fashion success.
Most of the girls had heard that it
was formal, and most of the men
hadn't!
The color scheme of blue and
silver was carried out in the gowns
of the hostesses. President Betty
Watson wore filmy blue and white
chiffon. The colors were alternated in panels of the yards-wide
skirt. The top of solid blue was
softly draped in a sweetheart neckline, and the sleeves were enormous long puffs.
Summing up a brief survey of
formals at the dance and in general: Full skirts are still good,
slim skirts are new; skirts are
draped, and they have cascades of
rhumba ruffles (this from New
York, but there weren't any at the
dance — nor did we see one ex-

Papers, Ribbons, Carbons
for typing
Sheaffer Pens and Pencils
L. C. Smith and Corona
Typewriters
Desks and Office Chairs

O'Neal-Branch Co.
39-43 E. pine St.
Phone 3051
Orlando

It's YOWELL'S
for a Complete
Bridal Service
Diana Drew. Yowell's Bridal
Consultant will be delighted to
help you plan your wedding,
your trousseau, your hometo-be . . . all without charge,
of course! She'll give you a
Wedding
Embassy
Bride's
Book, too. Come in and ask

YOWELL-DREW'S
ORLANDO

posed midriff!). Hoods are as important as ever, and capes are making a name for themselves; shoulders are covered and sloping or
completely uncovered.
China,
Greece and South America influence any kind of material from
gingham to satin. The Army and
Navy are an increasing command
in the style trend. Colors with a
distinctly Latin American flavor
go dancing this season, but at
Dubsdread quantities of black dominated the dance floor.
There were two perfect examples
of the full skirt — one a foam of
yar-r-ds and yar-r-ds of fine blue
silk net frothing from a snug-fitting, silvery blue matallic cloth
bodice. The other, also of net, was
in white — several layers of voluminous skirt sprinkled with colorful
patches of flowery silk persey applique. The same printed stuff
cris-crossed and girdled the waist,
and above this were several whisps
of white net.
As to slim skirts, several dancers chose them in loud awningstripe jerseys, cut so the strip,
ran chevron style.

though Goode had to fly home to and "Marriage and Morals" by Ruskeep a date — with the dentist. sell, cashew brittle, the New YorkBebe, even though the measles art
PHI MUSINGS
a fast clip this week-end. Kay who made her entrance at the dance supposed to be kept in darkness, car er, Gilbert and Sullivan, and candlelight. Made out an elaborate New
Poking our head in to various Ginger, and Ellen, as well a,s Carol, with a Sigma Nu from Gainsville. still say "I See Your Face Before Year's resolution. Major: Science.
rooms on the scent of the weekly evidently did the town with them. Sue Terry and Marg Chindahl came Me."
Will
run a boarding house this
At
this
point,
Ginny
looks
very
all the way from Tampa and Sara
gossip which usually evades us each
summer in Maine. Gives the Chem
Monday morning, (or Sunday night, happy about the whole thing, ever sota, respectively. Sherry Gregg
lab a touch of femininity with her
while
exclaiming
that
she
is
prac
DOINGS
OF
THE
KAPPAS
was
there
with
brother
Jess,
as
well
whenever we happen to be writing
Headline news of this week i_ trim little apron and always wantthis mess), we found one Marelle tically broke. We just wonder what as Sherry's sister Jean Ellen. Where
of course, Initiation. Joining th ing to post the latest cartoon. InHaley laid out cold in bed in a room these Gainesville boys do or have t< was Aggie? ?
turn
the
town
into
such
a
through
literally overflowing with flowers.
Saturday afternoon had been alot fold amid much celebration are terests: economics, philosophy and
Fearing that she was perhaps dead ly enjoyable playground. They must ted to decorating but was climaxed Bebe Wing, B. Little, Eleanor m a k i n g popovers. Accomplishcome
down
more
often.
or at best only seriously ill,
by a "jam" boree, when Bill Mil- Wynne, Jane Parks, Mary Wright, ments: disturbing the lab and learnCherie is over at the house, for ner's orchestra went into a full Janie May Stokeley, and Nancy ing to jerk sodas. Pet peeve: being
decided to investigate further,
Ragan.
accosted by Bundlers for Britain.
good. We finally got her h>
we pushed aside a basket
swing rehearsal.
After the ceremony on Satur- Likes best about Rollins: the sunwhich was tickling our nose and and baggage and it's good to have
The afternoon was topped off by
cautiously entered . Inasmuch as her. She can pick out the best mys- a surprise announcement party. The day, the initiates and newly ac- shine, birds, rugged intellectuals,
(Continued from Page 1)
one eye opened, we decided the teries, she's an excellent backrub- invitations to which specified an quired sisters adjourned to the
d nice communistic atmosphere.
body was more or less alive, so we ber, and You Know, it's lots of fun. "informal tea." — to the contrary! Hearthstone for a sumptuous dinMasqued Ball. We think this
began questioning and finally learn- Betty L. and Carol have been our Sherry Gregg's en gagement to Don ner to commenmorate the occasion.
gaging young baritone is really
Sunday, January 26th the Alpha
ed that the floral display had reliable bridge teams. They are Ogilvie was the surprise event. From the point of view of the new
going places.
members, any other Kappa news Mu Chapter of Gamma Phi Beta
something to do with a piano solo really getting to be experts on the
The finale of the afternoon': at a conservatory recital (which game. They pulled a boner the For once even our news hound was this week would come under the
tiated Toy Skinner, Terry Dean,
program consisted of Corelli's Con made us feel very guilty, as we other evening though. They offered caught off guard.
general heading of Nothing at All, Nancy Thurman and Marjorie Hancerto Grosso, Opus 6. The scor< didn't go), but by the looks of all to teach Bobby Betz how to play.
The Chi O's and their dates were
Own Anti-Climax DepartThe initiation banquet was
called for soli violin, viola, and the flowers and good candy, Miss All went well until she began to entertained at a dinner party at ment! But nevertheless, life does go held that evening at the Latch
'cello with Mr. Walter Tramph
String Inn.
Haley musta been plenty good. tell them how to play. For she hap- Mrs. Jewitts in Maitland before the
at
the
Kappa
house
in
the
usual
Mr. Dante Bergonzi, and Mr. Eolo Anyhow, guess she deserved Mon- pens to be an expert of the first dance. Gloria Burke was congratufashion, and we've managed a few
Testi performing respectively. Con- day morning in bed to recuperate order.
lated for being the model pledge of bits of news to pass on to y'all.
ductor Kvam's reading of this work . . . It is most confusing to come \
this year; and now we understand
Item: Janie May's new car was
PI PHITES
Nancy we cannot track down, that other congratulations are in
was quite above "destructive" criti- home about 2:00 a. m., of a Saturit she's getting browner every order for the K. A. pin that she is christened at a well attended cereOur wee prexy, Nancy P. R. Lockday night and find your room
mony, though no one we've asked aegel went and left us again for
time we see her. We realize now wearing.
In this, it first concert, the tirely upside down, meaning cha;
yet, seems to know What it was
long week-end. This time it was
string ensemt plucked a definite mirrors, animals, and everything— that Janet is a sceptic. She doubt;
But the dance wasn't all that christened. Diggers has hardly
Tennessee, but for the
note of appr al from all those one begins to wonder if one can her sisters even when first hand happen ed this busy week — Dot
minute to say even hello, but may same reason — good old "Baldy:
present and v. sincerely hope that take it after all. And it's equally evidence is available. But we think was dying to go to the boat
usually be seen dashing from one
All of us who went to the Chi 0
more of this type of program may maddening to crawl into a bed full she is convinced of the truth now, again this week-end. We see Hall
meeting
to
another.
dance thought it was super colosbe presented. It was definitely a of rice and salt, or maybe to try right, Janet? Patty and Peggy? has taken up the mountaineer fash
Eleanor wears, besides a new key, sal! ! Alice didn't go because she
step upward in the cultural enter- to get into pied bed or into pa- Well, they keep the ball rolling and ion of pipe smoking, or could it be
those three are always hopping off
an almost-as-nice Lambda Chi mo- went home to see some smooth air
tainment of this section.
jamas whose entrances at the bot- to here and there. June is our little that she has neglected to return
mento, and that IS news. Congrats pilots from Lakeland.
May we have more?
tom are carefully sewn up. One night prowler. She does not usually the pipe that Bob left last weekfor both.
Sally Hodgdon is really coming to
begins to wonder, in a hostile frame begin the evening until very near end. Shuttsy and Margo managed
It would hardly be fair to let visit us and Clyde next week-end.
of mind, if the culprits aren't ten thirty deadline. We hear that eight holes of golf the other mornmaybe enjoying a period of retro- the Titusville police had the plea- ing and gave it up as an endless our sweet nothings pass unnoticed, We hope to keep her here indefingression back to the good old camp sure of making the acquaintance of job. Maybe they couldn't count so as a closing gesture, let us make itely.
days. Anyhow. 'Verne and Marelle Bobby and Alloo, over the week- any higher! Marion Russ has turn- public the fact that we really do
Sunday night we had one fight
sure experienced a rude awakening end, unfortunately filthy lucre rais- ed artiste on us and played over appreciate the nice things our Pi after another. Hester threw a big:
when sudden realization came to ed its grimy head, the root of all the radio the other night on the Phi n eighbors are saying, and that mixing bowl at Lolly. Lolly didn't
"We Repair Anything"
we
couldn't
be
any
more
satisfied
catch it and it broke on Bob's
Rollins Hour. Jean Norris and Toni
their enraged victims
Polly evil (twenty dollars worth anyway). have left us, but we all hope it's with our Own neighbors; join us head. The result was that Betty got
Keys Made
again after hours, won't you ? And a bloody elbow. To top things off.
Prestholdt is doing an awful lot Ask Bobby and Eddie. Since we not for good.
are
in
an
enquiring
mood
we
might
to you all, goodbye for now from Hester, that "maniac" started a
•
Trunks Opened of bragging about finishing Jean
It may be snowing up north, it all of us, who are pretty excited
Christophe in a month, which seems ask what happened to Grace Gehron
bonfire in the kitchen. She claims
120 E. Welbourne Ave.
like a long period of time for any. on the day of February the ninth may be raining down south, but about the week's doings. More next it was the toaster.
from
lunchtime
to
bedtime?
All
we
the weather between Bristol, Tenn., | time,
body to spend on one book, but then
Winter Park
We could ask Lolly what she
and Winter Park, Fla., is fair and
we must make exceptions for some know is that she had fun.
knows about twisted spoons ? They
warmer. Monotony has not been
people, you know.
MEET THE
And so to bed, with visions of
can make and break friendships.
caused by the frequent calls, but
GAMMA PHI BETAS
Kay and Ann dancing 'round at
Which will it be next?
by the consistent go-between of]
Theta Flashes
Dubsdread, and orchids to Ginge.
Helen Darling, the Gamma Phi
Pat won another skeet shoot, SunOperator 5.
Well, this past Sunday really was this week, for looking so ultra
treasurer with the deceiving frail- day. Just ask Louis about it.
We're
glad
to
se
that
Martha
a day and this past week really sophisticated the other evening at
Be sure and come to the Pi Phi
ty,
behind
which
lies
the
greatest
Brooks has her sparring partner
was a week for most of the Thetas. the dog races.
back again, and that he is still able of strength and drive. Has a con- fashion show at the Fiesta. It will
Headling the week's news is Betty
•be
something! !
to
stand,
stagger,
and
fall.
Marion
tradicting personality: a serious
Muirhead, who has been looking
CHI O COMMENTS
is still looking for Sammy — small student, yet gayest of companions;
very happy these days. But on SunFrom this sleepy corner we spied fry!
day the climax came. She was all
a keen mind interested in the most
several of our alumnae at the dance
Rat Pandal has graduated from
smiles as she looked at that pin
Saturday night. Ann Kruse was the "frat-school" of nursing. The complex problems, and yet an abwhich she is now wearing.
very much in evidence with her past few nights we have noticeably solute silly among her friends.
WINTER PARK
Ginny and her very nice brother, man from Camp Blanding. She has
Likes: mountains, Thurber, Thuralong with some of the latter's just returned from Melbourne, missed the Nightly serenade of
QUALITY FOODS
Fred Hall.
ber, popovers, B Minor Mass, the'
friends, kept the house going at
where she was visiting Alice Elliott,, These folks ain't dead yet; even books, "Etiquette" by Emily Post |i Phone 520
E. Park Ave.
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SANDSPUR

Bill Millner Welds New Swing Band for Local
Dances; Drummer Buddy Satan Featured
By Dick Rodda
Anyone who happened to see
and hear the Hudson-Delange orchestra of three years ago, may
have noticed a rather well-built,
sax for the combination which has
a reputation for playing good music
in a pleasant manner. That young
man was Bill Millner, now a Rollins
student, who realized his dream of
having a band of his own, a year
later, a fourteen-piece outfit that
was pretty good — we played Glen
Island, Playland, the Westchester
Biltmore and many of the northern
college dances including Cornell
and others. Then between that time
and enrolling at Rollins this past
fall, Bill put in some time with
Dean Hudson's Florida Clubmen,
all of which spells good experience
at giving the reeds a workout.
Up until a few weeks ago, Bill
had devoted all of his time to things
other than music in the Rollins
family, but the urge caught -up
with him, and now once again he
finds himself with another band
as well as keeping himself busy
with books and extra-curricular activities of the conference plan. It
seems that a quartet from New
York State came down to Jackson-

AMERICAN
Launderers •

Drycleaners

202 E. PARK AVE.

Phone 49
Andy's Garage
Church St.
Day Phone 75
Night Phone 319W

Steelman Says U.S.Can
Outproduce Other Nations

ville, to play an engagement there
and migrated from there to Halloway's in Orlando. After finishing
their engagement there, they found
themselves on the loose, and Bill,
hearing of this, proceeded to incorporate them, along with two
ployers he discovered in Orlando,
and began working them into his
group which is now a seven-piece
As to the type of music which is
predominant in the group, Bill says,
"Well, it leans on the swing side —
along the line of Count Basie but,"
we were reassured, "we do not use
his arrangements: another one of
the boys 'Buddy' Satan, and myself
do the arranging."
Bill found himself with a saxophone in his hand as a youngster
eight years ago and has come a
long way since then, mastering the
clarinet as well, besides doing vocals with his band. The band will
play a t the Dubsdread Country
Club on Saturday afternoons from
3 to 6, for tea dancing with a
charge of seventy-five cents a
couple, and then there is an interview which may result in their
getting a contract to play regularly
over station WLOF in Orlando.
Bill Collins, another Eollins student,
is managing the band.

THREE

Text of Steelman
An address by Dr. John R.
Steelman, Director of the U. S.
Conciliation Service, to be delivered on Thursday afternoon,
February 6, at two o'clock, at
the opening session of the sixth
annual Rollins College Economics Conference, in the Annie Russell Theatre, Winter
Park, Florida.

BOBBY BETZ
This is no phoney publicity shot — La Betz is really doing things with
that imposing looking Buck Roger's outfit- Professor Edward Weinberg
says, "she's just about the best in his course in radio communication;
has a natural knack for the stuff." You too can be the life of the
party — Rollins is ready to start a new group in this fascinating course.
Read story below for details.

To the question "How does this
new band sound?" Bill answered,
"Well, come on out to the Kappa
Kappa Gamma dance next Saturday
night and hear for yourself, and
then we might play for the gypsy
fiesta on Thursday night, so you
will have plenty of opportunity
to hear us."

Sunday Communion
There will be a communion
service in the Frances Chapel
Sunday morning at 8:00 o'clock.
All students and faculty members are cordially invited to participate in this, service.

Rollins Ready to Start New
Radio Communications Class
Frosh Players Tryout
At Lab Theatre
Tryouts for the second
Freshman Players production
of the year to be directed by
Buckwalter will be held Friday
evening, February 14, at 8:00
in the Laboratory Theatre.
Copies of the jttay, Sidney
Howard's "The Silver Cord",
are now on reserve in the library. The director urges everyone interested in trying out for
the play, to read it before Friday evening.

NEW SHIPMENT
of SWEATERS
Yellow and Red
All styles of play clothes
and Resort wear

Lohr-Lea Shop

Open

t o All S t u d e n t s U p o n
P a y m e n t of $5 F e e

As a contribution to the national
defense program, Rollins College is
offering another course in Radio
Communications which will qualify
its students to pass a government
examination for certificates
Class B amateur radio operators,
Any Rollins, student may enroll
upon payment of $5.00 to the Cashier's Office to cover the cost of ma
terial used. (Note: The course is
open to non-college students upon
payment of a $10.00 fee.)
The course will be conducted by
Prfofessor E. F. Weinberg, Capt.
Glen C. Cole, U. S. Marine Corps,
and M. K. Harmon, Jr. Instruction
will be given in sending and receiving, international code, elementary
theory and communication, elementary and advanced radio theory,
ultra high frequency, practical instruction in operation of receiving
and transmitting apparatus, radio
law and rules and regulations of the
Federal Communications CommisThis course will offer an excellent
opportunity to men of military age
who desire to specialize in some
phase of army work and to be better prepared for service. The
United States Government is in
need of at least 200,000 radio operators to meet the present expansion
of our armed forces and this demand will require radio operators
(Continued on Page 4)

Your Government's organization
for industrial peace under the defense program, is, in essence, the
same organization which has functioned within the Department of
Labor since its very beginning.
There have been expansion and personnel and administrative improvements during the years, of course,
but the basic, democratic, non-compulsory spirit which underlies all
the activities of the Service has
not changed.
From its inception and until
he died in 1937, the Service was
headed by the late Honorable Hugh
L. Kerwin. During that period and
since I became Director, the Service has been active in approximate 27,000 situations involving
approximatelp 22,000,000 persons.
During the twelve months ending
June 30, 1940, we handled 3,751
cases in which more than 1,145,000
men and women were directly involved.
We have a small administrative
staff in Washington to direct the
work of our 80 Commissioners of
Conciliation. So far as their number will permit, we try to have at
least one of these Commissioners
stationed at or near the pricipal
industrial and commercial centers
of the country. By careful planning, we are usually able to make
the services of a Commissioner
available wherever we can be of
greatest assistance.
You see, their services are not
restricted to any one industry
group of industries. Wherever
the United States relations between
management and men are (or
threaten to be) under strain, you
are likely to find a Commissioner
of Conciliation striving to bring
about an adjustment.
We send these men into a situation at the request of labor, of
management, or of some responsible
public representative such as the
Governor or Mayor. Where there is
a particularly serious situation, we
may of our own accord enter the
pictur.e However, the basically
democratic character of our set-up
and procedure is indicated by the
fact that there is no legal obligation whatever for any man or group
of men to accept our assistance.
And yet, during all last year, our
services were never once rejected.
In order better to coordinate and
expedite the activities of our Comwe completed last year
gements for regional super-

East Park Avenue

John Giantonio and Mel Clanton
Campus Agents

Orange Laundry
AND ACME CLEANERS
"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"

Accented!

Address

Other Speakers Discuss Our
Defense Situation at
Conference
vision of their work. There are now
four Regional Supervising Commissioners of Conciliation, stationed
officially in Washington, who are
charged with the responsibility of
making regular assignments of
Commissioners and, by mail, wire,
The sixth annual Rollins Ecotelephone, and regions into which, nomic Conference held in four sesfor purposes of increased adminiss at the Annie Russell Theatre
trative efficiency, we have divided last Thursday afternoon through
the country.
Saturday morning, discussed the
This regional organization, while general topic of "Business and Init was put into operation prior to dustry under Defense Program and
initiation of the defense program, the War Situation."
has greatly facilitated the prompt
In the first meeting Dr. John
assignment of our Conciliators to Steelman, Director of Conciliations
handle disputes and incipient disthe United States Department of
putes under that program.
Labor delivered an address on the
Within a few days after estab- controversial subject of "Labor Relishment of the Defense Advisory lations and Defense." First of all
Commission, as you probably know, he made the encouraging statement
the Secretary of Labor designated that the "United States can outseven of our best and most exper- produce the totaitarian nations, and
ienced Commissioners to work with nybody under the sun, and if they
management and labor in certain think we can't somebody is going
vital industries; steel, shipbuilding, to be fooled."
oil, rubber and chemicals, aviation
He went on to show how the
manufacturing, machine tools, and board of seven commissioners apbuilding construction. It was our pointed by the Secretary of Labor
announced policy and has been our worked with disputes. It's puractual practice to have these men pose is to prevent and to correct
in such steady contact and consulta- maladjustments in labor situations
tion with all the parties involved
a whole. The board is active
as to enable them not only to deal
all industries which feed the
with actual disputes but, by en- key industries of oil, rubber, steel,
couraging the correction of any shipbuilding, machine tool, aviatroublesome situations, to nip in- tion, and building construction, to
cipient disputes in the bud.
prevent time-consuming interrupBut these seven industries, of tions. So far it has handled 27,000
course, are only a few of the busi- situations involving 22,000,000 perness groups upon which depends the sons. The board keeps the Defense
progress of national defense. The Advisory Commission of the War
flow of work and materials in one and Navy Departments informed
or more of the seven key industries of the progress of every situation.
might be vitally impeded by a seriDr. Steelman pointed out that
ous interruption in any of the many strikes are of utmost importance
other industries which directly sup- but that the stress on defense has
ply or affect them.
highlighted those that occur out of
Consequently, at the time of the the ordinary. The disputes must
designation of the seven key Con be attacked he said, through their
ciliators, we determined that, in economic and psychological causes
sofar as possible, any other Com- rather than blanket coercion that
missioner assigned to a situation may keep the men at work but does
involving defense would work oi not guarantee production.
that situation, unimpeded by th>
burden of other cases, until he had
During the second
guided it to a successful conclus;
Hayne Davis, a writer on interThe fact that, for many years, all national relations, asserted that inour Commissioners have had to ternational commerce as great as
carry assignments ranging from it is, is unprofitable for all gains are
five to eight cases concurrently h; consumed in the wars that develop
not been permitted to interfere with in the struggle to control it. He
out carrying out this policy.
cited instances where even the capiIt is our policy to keep both tal assets of nations have been vitithe Defense Advisory Commission ated in war not to mention the lives
and the War or Navy Department sacrificed.
closely and constantly informed of
In the substitution of law for war
the status and progress of every internationally, Davis pointed out
situation which involves the defense that "Sentiment is an important
program.
factor and must be considered, and
It should be borne in mind, how- when people of all nations must
ever, that it is not an easy matter have resentment against war, then
arbitrarily to label situations "De- will it end." Further, the process
fense" or "Non-Defense." The pre- of arousing the feeling takes time,
sence or absence of Government but must not be forsaken.
contracts, for example, cannot be
controlling, if only because so many
At the third gathering, Lieutenof the enterprises which are vitally ant Colonel Phillips Melville, execuand immediately tied in with the tive officer of the 23rd Composite
progress of defense are not operat- Group of the Orlando Airbase spoke
ing under Government contracts. on the "History and Organization of
As I have said, we give priority the Army Air Corps." In its presto "Defense" cases. And we try, ent program, he said the United
whenever there is a reasonable States, like other countries is racing
doubt as to the importance of an with time to get the latest into the
en terprise or operation to the de- army air force. Until November 1,
fense program, to resolve that 18,000 planes had been contracted
doubt in favor of a tie-up with de- for; and 54 combat groups planned
fense and a consequent deserving for the air corps should be realized
of special treatment.
sometime in 1942. Lieutenant MelBut we try also to give this ville said that the famed German
priority to defense situations with- Stuka plane was obsolete when pitout any impairment of the regular ted against more modern machines.
service rendered in the many other
cases throughout the country which
At the final session Saturday
come to our attention every day. morning, Dr. Paul S. Peirce noted
So far at least, I can honestly say that world trade everywhere reflects the grip and distortion of
that we have succeeded.
I have said that last year the the war. In speaking of the future
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)

Bargaining for Trade
Favored By Peirce
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SKIPPER Sport Shirts in
long or short sleeve styles in
a variety of Fabrics too numerous to mention.

Priced from $1.00 up
ROLLINS T-SHIRTS

65c
with the college insignia
If you don't own one,
you should

R.C.Baker
at the corner, downtown

BOYER

Stunning resort clothes
designed to glitter under
Florida sun-lit or moonlit skies . . . with the accent on individuality!
We invite you to see
them.
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Student Council held its regula_
meeting last Monday night in £
veritable lethal chamber, so rendered by Don Riddle's newly acNovember 24, 1925,
Florida, under the act of March 3, 1879.
quired pipe.
Since the special meeting of sorority and fraternity presidents
called last Thursday night n
E D I T O R I A L BOARD
Sforts Editor
T E D PITMAN- little progress on the plan to abolish
all meetings on Monday nights ex
J A C K C. LIBERMAN
A L D E N C. MANCHESTER cept Greek groups, and with thi
Managing Editors .
possible exception of the council it
P A U L C. H A L E Y
self, the matter was reopened. II
DOROTHY H U G L I
Women's Sforts Editor .
the ruling is passed, the council
PROOF READERS
would meet a t nine o'clock, thus
Barbara Northen, P a t Guillow
enabling members to remain
the duration of their fraternity
EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS
meetings.
Frances Montgomery, I'rank Bowes
The passage of such a ruling
REPORTERS
Jean Hamaker, Lillian Ryan, Bud Waddell, Jane Welsh, Grace would necessitate the planning of a
new
club schedule. The council,
Gehron, Catherine Colnon, Sam Pugh,
however, will take care of this situSPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS
ation should the Administration
Jess Gregg, Tom Casey, Charlotte Stout, Rod MacArthur
pass on the petition. Mazzie Wilson
BUSINESS STAFF
will keep a record of the meetings,
Business Manager
J O H N GIANTONIO and each club will have to speak for
evening it wishes for its meetM. K. HARMON, J R .
A dvertising Commissioner .
A regular schedule will follow
RITA COSTELLO
Circulation Manager
committee of three was appointed whose duties will be to
Member
straighten out conflicts and to help
Plssociatecl Collfiftate Press
make out a satisfactory schedule.
Members appointed to this comDistributor o£
mittee are Bob Matthews, Jules
Steffens and Mary Trendle.
The meeting was adjourned a t
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce; Florida Intercollegiate Press Association
nine fifteen.
I anywhere in the United States $1.50 ;
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Mr. Dreicer Sets The Pace
Among the many Rollins graduates, who have gone forth
to make a name for themselves, the name of Maurice Dreicer
must now be reckoned high on the list of those who have
done credit to the educational ideals of Dr. Hamilton Holt and
the Rollins system.
Mr. Dreicer, Rollins '34, has made extremely rapid progress
in the field of radio, and is at present directing or playing
some major role in seventeen weekly broadcasts over major
New York stations.
And in his successes, Mr. Dreicer, unlike some, has not
forgotten to turn back to show his appreciation for the men
who welded him as a student here, into one of the most formidable debators in collegiate ranks.
The recent three day trip of debators Farnsworth and
Fribley and Coach Pierce, to New York City, which included
five broadcasts in which Rollins received much favorable
publicity was directly due to the efforts of Mr. Dreicer.
And as if this was not enough, the entreprenuer-host whirled
the visitors around the city's high spots, including several
plays and night clubs.
Here is the type of alumnus that can help to make Dr. Holt's
dream of a bigger and finer Rollins come true. We here certainly acknowledge our many shortcomings and asknowledge
our sins of both omission and commission, but give us a few
years and more graduates like this and we'll make the educational world sit up and take plenty of notice.

Looking Ahead To Another Conference
Now that the Sixth Annual Economics Conference is past,
Dr. William Melcher and his hard-working assistants can
heave a sigh of well earned relief. The four discussions of
America's position in the present world crisis were evidently
well worth hearing, if we are to take Mr. John Steelman's
address as a criterion. We weren't privileged to hear the
others but we liked the way that Mr. Steelman made his
points. Here, we felt, was a mediator born to the role.
Of course, some may say with a degree of justification
t h a t Mr. Steelman didn't really say much that we didn't
already know, but after all, a man in a position as vital as
his can't be expected to unburden his heart at every turn.
Taciturnity is a blessing in other professions besides bartering, and Mr. Steelman, if he did say nothin new, managed
to say it with a good deal of charm.
Incidentally, management's side of the industrial set-up
was very ably and fairly held up, we think, by Mr. John H.
Goss, trustee of Rollins and head of the Scoville Manufacturing Company. It was refreshing to find these two leaders,
representing opposite sides of a problem, in agreement on
so many cardinal points.
However, we do not think it quite accurate to give the
impression t h a t this conference was all it might have been.
Our feeling is that it might be possible to secure a more representative group of speakers or at least to arrange the Conferences so that more local business men in the Central
Florida area might attend. Then too, we believe a concerted
effort should be made through local Chamber of Commerces
and business and service clubs to draw a better crowd.
It isn't very satisfactory to make a 1200 mile trip to speak
to a handful of college students and venerable critics, however worthy the purposes of such conferences.
We believe Rollins "has" something in these annual conferences. The thing that remains now is to make the most
of the momentum already received.

Rollins Produces
Over 100 Pilots
Rollins College and the Orlando
Air School will have produced over
100 trained pilots by June as s
contribution to national preparedness, Dr. Winslow S. Anderson,
Dean of the College, revealed to
day. Establishing an outstanding
safety record, Rollins students have
flown over 3000 hours in civil flight
training without a single mishap.
With the fall program completed
in December, enrollment is now
underway for the Spring training
which is slated to begin on February 1st with a quota of twenty.
Ground school classes will be held
two evenings a week on the Rollins campus, while the actual flight
instruction will be given, as in past
years, a t the Orlando Municipal
Airport.

Tar Band Undergoes
Reorganization for '41

•

"Resolved, that Maine is the Ideal
Playground of the Nation." The
Rollins speakers did everything except to get the Bates debators to
depart for Florida and they probably would have if the Rollins boys
had been willing to swap tickets
with them.
After this debate Mr. Dreicer,
who expressed delight a t the mar- x
velous showing of the Rollins speakers, took them to a recording studio
where they head their broadcast of
"Who Is I t " from the night before
and then were whisked over to
Radio House, Inc., where they met
the President, Walter Royal, a Rollins graduate of 1939. Through his
courtesy they received transcription of the broadcast.
After luncheon a t the Astor Hotel
with Mr. Dreicer, the group went to
a play, "Mr. and Mrs. North,"
which they enjoyed immensely in
spite of the slight heart attack the
Prof, got when the corpse suddenly
revealed itself. This was followed
by a quiet dinner a t the WaldorfAstoria and on Sunday the speakers
had a much-needed rest. But in
the afternoon a special program
was arranged by Mr. Dreicer over
WINS and the New York State Network where he is the official news
commentator. I t was entitled Florida Chatter" and had Dr. Pierce,
Fribley and Farnsworth with Dreicer as the Master of Ceremonies.
Questions included "The Animated
Magazine"; "The Florida Climate";
"The Bach Festival"; "Outstanding
Personalities in Winter Park," such
as Dr. Holt and Dean Anderson.
This was broadcast a t 4:30 p. m.,
to 5 p. m.

Knickerbocker
(Continued from Page 1)

cine. Hitler's abortive "Beer House
Putsch" in' November of that year
ended his studies a t the University
of Munich and plunged him back
again into journalism.
From Munich, Knickerbocker
went to Berlin as official representative of the Philadelphia Public
Ledger and the New York Evening
Post. Two years later he went to
Moscow for the International News
Service, where he wrote among
other brilliant articles, the series on
"The Red Trade Menace," which
won for him the Pulitzer Prize for
the best foreign correspondence of
1 1930. Then came Spain, Ethiopia,
Vienna, China, Jerusalem, Prague,
South America and finally Paris
.nd London once more.
He has just returned to the Unitd States from England via Lisbon,
Portugal, where he witnessed the
blitzkrieg throughout the summer
months and the early autumn. H
was also in France during the Na:
invasion on the Low Countries an

•

Second Fim Series
(Continued from Page 1)

PERPETUAL JTUDEMT
W«. CULLEN BRYAMT K E M P
ATTENDED CIAS'- BS AT COLUMBIA U.
FOR. WER 2 0 YEARS. AFTER WS
FRESHMAN YEAR IN 1866, THERE
WA. AN INTERLUDE IN HIS EDUCATION,
AT WHICH TIME HE ACQUETCED TO HISFATHER'T WISHES AND ENTERED B.SINE5.;
BUT ON HIS FATHER.' DEATH HE
RETURNED TO HIS STUDIES. HIS'
LAST RE&ISTRATIOW WAS IN 1922/

n

•

Steelman Says
(Continued from page 3)

of international commerce, he voiced skepticism of the ideas of present-day prophets. The situation is
too problamatical.
The United
States farmer has felt no benefits
of war trade other than initial export of cotton which soon dropped,
especially tobacco.
In the discussion that followed
his address, Dr. Peirce asserted
that world trade is motivated by
strategic and political aims rather
than economic welfare. With this
attitude prevailing it may become
necessary for the United States
to relinquish, for a time a t least,
Hull's idea of most favored-nation
policy and equal dealing, and turn
to the adoption of bargaining ir
international trading.
The meeting was closed by Dr.
William Melcher, general chairman
of the Conference.

•

Text of Address
(Continued from Page 3)

Conciliation Service handled more
than 3,700 cases directly involving
over 1,145,000 people. By no means
were all of these cases strikes and
lockouts. Some involved requests
for arbitration. Some were requests for technical services and
information. Others were threatened strikes — situations where a
stoppage had actually been voted
upon or where we had definite
dication that a stoppage was
minent — and controversies — situations which had not yet "advanced
to such pressing and serious stage;
In addition, throughout the year
both our Washington staff and
Commissioners in the field were
consulted by representatives or em
ployers and employees on their pro
blems.

After that broadcast the speakers
came up to Mr. Dreicer's studio
to hear the recording and it was
arranged for them to see "The Man
Who Came to Dinner" but their
coach, Dr. Pierce, went to attend
the broadcast of the PM Listener's
Forum, where he was the special
guest of Mr. Dreicer.
Dr. Pierce joined the speakers
after the broadcast for an interesting discussion and he also
visited the Goodwill Hour of John
Anthony, and drifted into the
studio, not realizing only those with
personal problems were permitted
in the studio. Due to his resemblance to some person with matrimonial difficulties, he was almost
whisked up before the Judge, but
the mistake was quickly rectified.
The trip ended with the speakers
departure for Rollins and was termed a great success.
Transcription of "Florida Chatter" will be heard over WDBO on
the regular Rollins Radio hour,
Thursday 13th, 9:30 P. M.
By special arrangement the Rollins — Bates debate will be heard
over WLOF Tuesday, February
l l t h , 7:30 P. M., directly after
dinner.

with Lon Chaney masquerading as
an old woman.
March 30—"The Last Laugh"—
Directed by F . W. Murnau with
Emil Jannings. This is one of the
most famous German films ever
made.
Through all our work of the past
April 20—"The Birth of a Nafew years there has been clearly
tion" — Directed by D. W. Grifdiscernible a definite shift from
fith with Lilliam Gish, Mae Marsh,
the former emphases on conciliation
Wallace Reid. This is one of the
as a remedy to the new, growing,
most bitterly controversial films
and
more practical concept of prethat has been screened. Today it
(Continued from Page 1)
ventive conciliation as a positive inis shown impartially, but its greatness is still recognized.
for that. Very pretty it was, too. strument of industrial peace.
Credit for this, of course, canApril 27—"The Italian Straw
Of the cast, it is amazing how
Hat" — Directed by Rene Clair,
any players reached the top. Even not be restricted to any single orwho has also directed "The Ghost ie extras became stars. Constance ganization or individual. We have
had, in increasing measure, the
Goes West" and "Le Million." He Talmadge (that Mounta
is known as a master of comedy. how glad I was to see her killed), sustained cooperation of American
This is a 19th century farce, which Mae Marsh, Seena Owen, Douglas labor organizations and business
managements. It was largely such
has been deftly turned into a period Fairbanks, Colleen Moo:
cooperation which enabled us last
comedy.
Love, Pauline Starke. Miss Lillian
year to prevent from becoming
May 4—"Way Down East"
Gish
that creature
Directed by D. W. Griffith with rocking th :radle, kept flashing stoppages of work more than 90%
of the threatened strikes which
Lillian Gish and Richard Barthel
at the slightest promess. This is the ultimate in melo vocation. Of L11 these people, only were brought to our atten tion.
Naturally, we cannot do this
dramas with its last minute rescui one is still on the screen — Eugene
considered as full of suspense to Palette, who of all things, played alone. We cannot continue and extend this work without continuance
day as when it was originally a romantic, dashing lover in
(Continued from page 1)
and extension of the co-operation of
filmed.
Massacre of St. Bartholmew a
the public and of both parties to
May—-"The Thief of Bagdad"- quence.
creative writing in colleges, in conindustry
which
makes
it
possible.
With Douglas Fairbanks and Anna
Several performances were extinuation of the significant address
May Wong. This dream picture,
tremely fine dispite Griffith's jerky
given on that subject by Jessie B.
native attempt to top the prevailing speeded-up cutting and hokey coyRittenhouse a t last year's luncheon.
German fashion of elaborate decor, ness. Memorable was Mae Marsh as
The committtee in charge of arcost almost two million dollars to — Gold Love me — the Little Dear
rangements has secured the coop(Continued from Page 3)
make. This film presents Fairbank One — So help me, it's the truth.
eration of seven noted leaders in
at his best.
After passing thru a feverish
the various fields of writing who
May 18—"Maedchen in Uniform.1 frenzy of coltishness, she came thru of all classes either by draft or by will act as hosts. Guests in making
The subscription drive will start with a lovely wistfulness. Alfred voluntary enlistment.
reservations will indicate a t which
Friday, February 14, and continue Paget was rather superb as BabyRegularly enrolled Rollins stu of the seven tables they wish to
for a week. Membership cards may Ion's ruler, and quite poised for a dents will receive seminar credit sit. These tables are as follows:
be obtained in Pinehurst or by see- man engaged to a Princess Be- when they successfully pass the Biography, Sidney Homer, author
ing Jack Buckwalter. I t will be loved as portrayed by Seena Owen, government examination and obtain of "My Wife and I", host; Drama,
necessary to secure 175 members to who undoubtedly applied her make their licenses.
James Warwick, author of "Blind
make this series possible.
up in the dark. Either that or she
The first meeting of the new Alley", which had a recent suchit a door knob. Miss Owen bit her course, to which all persons inter- cessful run on Broadway; Editorial,
thumb and struck her girdle, (or ested in studying radio communica- Dr. Albert Shaw, for many years
so she claimed) and could have done tions for national defense purposes editor of "The Review of Reviews";
with an uplift bra. Most outstandinvited, will be held in Room Fiction, Joseph C. Lincoln, author
(Continued from Page 1)
ing in this reviewers mind was Mir- 523, Knowles Hall, a t 7:00 Monday of "the Cape Cod stories; History,
authors; Katherine Dayton, the iam Cooper, a truly beautiful, dark evening, February 17, 1941* This Dr. Howard L. Gray, former head
playwright; "Col. Cloudburst", fea- tragic figure, playing the part of meeting will be an organization of the History Department of Bryn
tured columnist of the Orlando the Friendless One. One wonders meeting and will be dismissed in Mawr College; Poetry, Jessie B.
Morning Sentinel; and Charlie Bil- what happened to Miss Cooper. I time for fraternity and sorority Rittenhouse, Poet, anthologist, and
President of the Poetry Society of
Boy, a Seminole, whose remarks do not believe she achieved star- meetings.
will be translated by Stanley Han- dom, but more than any other in
II subsequent meetings will be Florida; Science, Dr. Robert A.
, assistant United States Com- that star-glittering cast, she meri- held an Tuesday and Friday eve- Budington, noted zoologist of Oberted it.
sioner of the Seminoles.
nings, each week, from 7:30 to 9:30. lin College.

•

David Griff ith Saw

Irving Bacheller

Rollins Ready

Spessard Holland

The Rollins College Student Band
under the direction of Gene Sturchio, has reorganized. They have
elected the following officers for
the coming year: Assistant director,
Warren Titus; president, Claire
Gibeault; vice-president, Cecil Butt;
eretary and treasurer, Winifred
Oren, and manager, Harold GillesHeartened by the success of their initial venture, the pie.
members of the Key Society and Theta Alpha Phi have decided to bring another Sunday night movie series to Rollins.
Unfortunately the Sunday night work on the Sandspur
makes it impossible for us to sit in on the films on these
series, but from what we hear around the campus, everyone enjoys them in one way or another, and many have inAMONG IHE WOOD'S STRANGEST STATUES, ts THE ONE of THE
creased their understanding of modern film techniques
SEATTLE COW WHICH GAVE 34,000 QUARTS OF MILK IN 2 YEARS
through a study of the past "classics."
A STATUE OF AN APPLE, THOSE Of THE DISCOYERS Of RED CURRANT
Whether or not the present series is a complete success
JAW,PEACH MELBA AND CAMAMBERT CHEESE...IN
does not in any way detract from the value of the coming
JAPAN IS A STATUE TO 10,000 FROGS SACRIFICED IN THE
group. A story on page one of this edition gives a full list
NAME Of SCIENCE...IN RUSSIA.ONE OF A SMELT...
of the new series' attractions and from what we remember of
ONE OF A SEAGULL,IN UTAH...ONE Of A TOE,IN
them, they will be superior in every way from a purely
SURREV, ENGLAND
entertainment viewpoint.
AND ONE Of A
And now, it seems, is a good a time as any to pin a journaGRASSHOPPER ABOVE
THE R O V A t
I /""•" Sk /
listic medal on those workers in both groups who tried so
hard to put their idea across. When the first movie series
was proposed, the student body was apathetic and slow to
respond, but the leaders of the movement never lost heart.
They kept plugging away, singing up two here and three
there, until they had their minimum of 175 and the series
was assured a showing here. Whatever pleasure or education
we have received from this innovation is due to those few
who had a plan . . . and worked to make it materialize.

Coming Up! Film Series Number Two!

Maurice Dreicer
(Continued from Page 1)

The Rollins debate team had as
their guests recently, fellow Pi
Kappa Delta members from the
University of Pennsylvania. TY
problem: "Resolved, that the rations of the Western Hemisphei
Should Form a Permanent Unioa
was debated with this team a t
the Virginia Inn last Wednesday
evening. Fribley and Farnsworth
upheld on the affirmative side for
Rollins. The debate was non
cisive. Constituting the audience
were guests of the Virginia Inn and
students.

Chi 0 Dance Called
Success; Bob Ruse
Gives Drum Solo IF™™
If attractive decorations, a super
band, and a sizeable crowd consti
tute a good dance, then the Chi
Omega Formal last Saturday was
a good dance.
Blue and silver balloons and tin
sei transformed Dubsdread into i
festive dance hall. An open fireplace was disguised by dozens of
carnations. Glen Brown's orches
tra was pronounced a definite success, although Bob Ruse entered
ordant note in the form of
drum solo during intermission.
The basketball game threatened
e success of the evening for
hile, but the enthusiasm of the
crowd soon helped the situation.
ii Omega's proudly announce,
"There was only one drunk in the
crowd!"

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12. 1941

SANDSPUR

U. of Pennsylvania
Debaters Visit Here

FACTS YOU NEVER KNEW!//

lfa£_W ™%™«

By Bob Dart
THE CROCODILE NX/MO DOTES ON GIN./
*1TH6VAIDISTRICT0FLIBERIAISAVIUAC
THE NATIVESOf WHICH,*
HON
' "
T V HOLD AS A LOCALGOO, A LIVE CROCODILE...THEY APPEASE HIS HUNGER
\ HEAVENS ABOVE! J^yBV POURING DOWN HIS THROAT A BOTTLE Of NATIVE GIN.THEN THEY J
HON.
» \ F E [ p H 1 M A U V E CHICKEN AS A'CHASER"... HE EXERTS CONTROL
\ o v E R ALL THE OTHER CROCODILES,LEAVING THE RIVER PERFECTLY
SAFE FOR THE NATIVES

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1941

A L O N G the
SIDELINES
Well the basketball team finally
icked! It was a long time but whi
ey came through they did it
eat style and showed plenty of
e latent power that every one
', (ew was there.

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Betz Wins Over Kappa Alpha Latest P. D. T.
Coed Bundy In Victims; X Club Out of Race
Tarlettes to Play
PalmBeachMeet
In Orlando Tonight
Lambda Chis Subdue Independents in Hectic Battle

Alloo Loses io Riggs in Quarter-Finals

The Tarlette's basketball game
By Jack Liberman '
ginally scheduled for last WedThe 1941 intramural basketball
iday evening was postponed when
By Ted Pitman
has entered the second half, with [ th sir opponents, Purcell, were stricRecovering from her injured the Phi Delts, the winner of th. ken by the flu epidemic. Barring
i Tiny Phillips and Fatty Myers, hand, Bobbie Betz conquered her
first half with four victories and m similar misfortunes the co-eds
! the fans affectionately call Jack, teammate Dodo Bundy, Sunday to
pect to take on the snappy Orlando
e und their shooting eyes and Clyde add the Palm Beach Tournament defeats.
High team this evening at the
l pes did a masterful job at guard to her long list of victories.
The Phi Delts gained this hono Armory.
by
defeating
the
K.
A.'s
last
WedThe blue and gold have met
Opening up with a terrific blast
n case anyone wants to know she showed her sister Rollinsite no nesday afternoon, 31-21.
stiff resistance in the league
y the team has sudden flashes mercy as she pelted her 6-1, 6-4
With Bob Davis leading the at- far, and the Tigerettes. under the
1 speed it is generally a result of Apparently showing no ill effect! tack with ten points, the victors coaching of Miss Helen Evans, will
b Whiston entering the game. from her three weeks lay-off, Bob were never really in danger. As be no exception. A fortnight ago
'hissie" is the best team man on bie sailed through her early op. usual, the Phi Delts made many they repeated their last year's up
• e Rollins squad and the tempo of ponents in routine fashion. Hei more shots than their opponents set of Purcell, only this time r
semi-final victim had been Louise and therefore, by the law the aver- wasn't as much of an upset.
| Tars
Tars passing always picks
The probable starting lineup for
Raymond of Scarsdale N. Y., whom ages, sank more baskets. The Phi
en he enters.
she defeated 6-4, 6-0.
Delts have a well organized team, Rollins will be Janie May Stokley.
I We are glad to see that the Tars
The most sensational of
which has accounted for their suc- Doris Hogan and Gloria Burke, as
\ . living up to their name and en- womens' matches was the three-set cess and unless a great upset oc- forwards, and Lolly Phillips, Elsa
j ring a sailing crew in the Florida grind which Dodo won over her per- curs, they should be crowned Jensen, and Dot Hugh at guard.
Wks Conference. They should ennial rival, Sarah Palfrey Cooke. champs of basketball this year.
S)d a good chance of being the These two have been alternating
Knowles led his team in scoring
ijimps are their dingy record to wins all winter but this time Dodo
and sank the most beautiful bas!
l(te has been pretty good.
turn came as she came through ket of the season, although it did
8-6, 1-6, 6-1.
not count, being shot after the
5
Eddie Alloo, the mighty atom of whistle had blown at one point of
If anyone wants to see hair and
' nod fly, all they have to do it to Rollins tennis, put up a game fight the game. Standing three quarters
d came close to upsetting former of the court from his basket,
j nrney to Harper-Shepard Field
!
Knowles tossed one cleanly through
tional champ, Bobbie Riggs,
' yone of these afternoons and
!
the hoop.
itch Jack McDowall and Alex the former champ eked out
1 ke Claw" Waite putting the Rol- 11-9, 6-4 decision. It was a hard
Enter Four Men
i L 1941 football team through its fought battle every inch of thi
The Lambda Chis defeated a
Orlando Meet
• _ . On Saturday there will be way but the champ's stellar re fighting Independent team, last
intra-squad game which should coveries told in the end.
Tuesday, 24-17.
Living up to their nickname, the
1
ia pre-view shot on the team for
The game was a rough and Rollins' Tars will send the Florida
11tt year.
tumble affair, the rough part being Dingy championships in Orlando
maintained by the victors.
next Sunday. The Florida dingy
1
Combs, as was expected, led his conference is made up of teams
Congrats to Bobbie for her cap1
team in scoring with 8 points. As from the different city yacht clubs,
ring the South Florida Tennis
!
I have said before, if the Lambda who hold an elimination contest
_.mpionship and to Dodo for be1
Chis had another Combs, they over a period of weeks.
{ runner up. It looks as though
would really be in the running for
' • Rollins girls are just too hot.
Rollins, winner of the Intercolthe championship, but they haven't. legiate reggatta at Marblehead
The Independents are in the Massachusetts, this summer is enEddie Alloo dropped a heart
same position with only one real
nker to Bobbie Riggs in the quar- Two Out of Three Lambda Chi good player in the person of Red tering a four-man team which will
be composed of Ted Pitman, who
finals of the mens round. We
Entrants Are Eliminated
Green, who scored nine of his team1 paired with Wendy Davis to win
i't expect our mightly atom to
points.
the Intercollegiates, Bill Afleck,
I upsets all the time, but forcing
Bill Chick of the X Club, pulled
who represented Amherst in the
former national champ to 11-9,
By freezing the ball for the last M. I. T. regatta, Hank Minor and
the only outstanding upset in the
is plenty close to one.
first round of intramural golf when five minutes of the game, last Dick Yard.
he blasted his teammate and tour- Friday, the Independents won thi
The boats that will be used are
There will be exhibition tennis nament medalist, Jack Myers from first game of the season, defeating
a form of dingy put out by George
connection with the Gypsy Fiesta the meet, 5 to 6.
the X Club, 17-15, thereby killing Lawly, and are the property of the
Thursday on the Rollins Court,
Myers who was the medalist with the Club's chances of repeating last Orlando Boating Center whose
ich Gordon Apgar will have as an 81 was no match for the beauti- year's champioonship drive.
Comodore, Gregg, is the father of
main attractions Bobbie Betz, fully accurate Chick. The latter
n, again led a makeup team, this Conference.
rto Rundy, Ed Alloo, and Ed had barely qualified with 106, but by scoring eleven points. This playHandicapped by being unfamillark, who will be supported by he pulled a 77 out of the bag to
has shown himself to be one of iar with these little craft, the Tars
. Davis, Bill Chick, Tad Cist, produce the best scorer to date.
the best players on the court by his neverthless should stand a good
Pitman, Rankin Shrewsbury,
defensive
playing
and
ability
to
Sammy Pugh ousted his Lambda
chance to land high in the confer' McCaughelty and Bill Royall. Chi teammate 8-7 to remain the score close shots.
ence.
Amark with eight points proved
only L. C. A. in the tournament as
riie intramural crew season Bob Davis of the Phi Delts set again that he is by far the best
rts on the 18th of the month and Lambda Chi Kelly back on his heels of the Club's players.
races should be pretty tight 5-4, and Pete Schoonmaker of the
s year as all the crews appear Independents ousted Coombs 9-8.
be equally horrible. This is alManny Brankert of the Club
ps one of the most sensational proved too long on his drives for
ROLLINS PRESS STORE
Ints on the intramural schedule. Hank Minor of the Phi Delts, as
I never hit predictions right in the latter went down 3-2, while anVALENTINES
» sport, but we do give the other Phi Delt, Bill House, won on
jA.'s the nod to retain their a default from Langford, as did
lpionship.
Victor from Casey.

(
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Bill Chick Ousts
Medalist Myers
From Tournament

ROYAL
lewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service
. All makes used typewriters

J DAVIS OFFICE
;
SUPPLY
Orlando

Phone 5114 — 5115

We cater to Rollins . . . .
FOR SALE:
Buick Roadmaster Convertible. Maroon. 1941 Sedan.
Radio, heater, white-walled
tires, Lifeguard tubes, red
leather upholstery. Driven
1748 miles. 645 E. Marks
St., Orlando

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
I

Phillips Finally Hits Pace
By Dick and Al
To Lead Tars to First Win
Last week we wrote our column
GUNSMOKE

in a fit of blind rage, amazed that
anyone would go down to the range
and shoot up some of the fixtures.
But this week we have regained our
faith in the human race by the kind
and co-operative response of those
concerned. If anybody gets the desire to "plink", the clay-pit is a
much safer place to indulge in that
fascinating past-time.
Rifle shooting has a unique history here at Rollins; it was organized by and is now run by students.
Four years ago a group of boys interested in shooting, got together
and organized the Rifle Club. This
group lasted for two years during
which time it asked for and received
money from the Student Council.
With this money the range was
built. Starting last year "Doc"
Adams authorized riflery as an accredited physical education course
for men and this year Miss Webber
has given he approval for the
girls to shoot,
But this arrangement has its disadvantages inasmuch as there is
no one person to instruct the course
year after year — it is up to the
students. We are now confronted
with the task of finding at least
two students to carry on where we
leave off. We now have two very
apt pupils, Jules Steffens ' a n d
Harold Gillespie, whom we would
like to have taken our job. But
they in turn must find others, and
so it goes.
We shall take this opportunity
to again remind the fraternities
that the intramural rifle match
will be held at the end of this term.
Although we would like to make
it possible for shooters to practice
any time, we insist that shooting
shall be only under the watchful
eyes of a range officer. Besides
ourselves, we are appointing Jules
and Harold as assistant range officers. You now have four people
you can try to nail to supervise an
afternoon of practice.

Rollins to Enter
Florida Sailing
Races Next Sunday

. . .

i I E. Pine SL
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A FLORIDA INSTITUTION

| Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Lanudered
| J. Walter Dickson, Mgr.
Phone 5861

69 W. Concord Ave.
Orlando

O'BRIEN'S PHARMACY
Prescription Druggist

Fountain Service

Opposite Colony Theatre

Phone 402

Your nearest Drug Store
FREE DELIVERY

EXPERT LUBRICATION, WASHING,
POLISHING, SIMONIZING

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
East Park Avenue

Phone 9184

FREE PASS

NOW IS THE TIME
TO GET THAT CAR

MID-NITE SHOW
SATURDAY — 11:30 P. M

New of Used
WE HAVE A NICE SELECTION OF ESPECIALLY
GOOD USED CARS

"Best Buick Yet"

W e D a r e You
T o See

It ! ! !

This Picture is So "Skary" we are
offering a FREE PASS to everyone
remaining in his seat through the entire program to see "Adam Had 4
Sons" on February 20-21.

AS YOU STAGGER OUT OF THE THEATRE YOU WILL
RECEIVE YOUR "REWARD FOR BRAVERY PASS"!

Orange Buick Co,
333 N. Orange Ave.

COME IN

Orlando

Rollins

Quintet

Uses

Fast

Miami U. Batters Break to Subdue Southern,
41-29
Way to 48-33 Win
By Bill Justice
basketeers broke into
Over Scrappy Tars theThewinRollins
column this week by troun-

cing the boys from Florida Southern 41-29, at the Orlando high

Visitors Use Everything But school Gymnasium, Saturday night.
Stranglehold in Fray
It was the second meeting of the
By Bill Justice
Last Thursday night at the Orlando High School Gymnasium,
basbetball fans of Central Florida
saw a mixture of Miami football
and basketball players batter their
way to a trying victory over the
small, but scrappy quintet from
Rollins. The boys from Biscayne
Bay employed a mixture of foot^all, basketball, and wrestling to
beat the boys from Rollins slaphappy and then proceed to score a
few points to win the game.
The final score read 48-33, but
this is a poor indicator of the game
itself. One might think that it was
a runaway, but it was nothing of
the sort, in reality it took all the
power that the Miami team could
muster to finally subdue the home
Rollins was the first to break
the ice. Clyde Jones, Rollins flashy
forward, racked up a two pointer
from the side court to start the
battle. This was followed by another from the center by Charles
Arnold to give Rollins a four point
lead. Rollins held this lead until after the first quarter. Then the
bruising and battering began to
tell and Miami led at the half 2115.
After the half Rollins pulled up
within one point of the lead, but
this was the best they could do and
from there on the size and power
(Continued on page 6)

two teams. The boys from Southern won the first encounter a few
weeks ago in Lakeland. But it was
a much improved Rollins that took
the floor Saturday. Their team work
and individual play has taken a
definite trend upward in the last
week or so and we expect a much
better brand of play from now until
the end of the season.
"Tiny" Phillips Rollin's toweringcenter finally hit his stride and
racked up 16 points. He got his
favorite tip shot working and once
started there was no one on the
Southern team who could get their
hand above "Tiny's"', so he went
on to score at will.
"Jarring" John Myers, too, hit
his stride and gathered two field
goals and two shots from the free
throw line for a total of 6 points.
This is John's first year on the
varsity and with a few more games
under his belt, he will definitely be
one of our better players.
The team Saturday showed that
it is coming, and may develop into
one of the leading quintets. They
hit hard luck at the first of the season, having June Lingerfelt in bed
with the measles, so they were slow
hitting their stride. However, they
are started now and before long we
will see' a win every time they go
on the floor, so lets all go out and
see them win from now on.

PET PEEVES]

Ed Amark: "First period class;
I've had breakfast twice this
month.'
Ann Ballenger: "Being quoted."
Dick Cerra: "Not being able to
think of one's pet peeve at the
and the Hagood boys set out upon
right time to gripe about it."
their greatest venture.
The first few races were marked Louise Sargent: "People who talk
before breakfast."
by engine failures and bad luck;
although their motor was the best Tom Casey: "Minnows in the soup."
looking one in the circuit it was Margot Lundgren: "Rainy Saturday nights."
also the slowest. This little item
didn't phase either of the boys, it Rudy Toch: "Peeled polished fingernails." (Try to say that one
only added to the motivating force
fast).
and drove them to gather more
data. More letters were written, Bower Corwin: "Being waked up
in the middle of the night to
more drivers were consulted and
get asked who you are."
with the return of the next circuit
to Florida, the Hagoods were fully "Tic" Van Duzer: "Cloverleaf ants."
Tad Cist: "Those damn Rollins Colprepared.
lege intellectuals."
The two worked perfectly together; Ralph driving the boat Irma Van Gilder: "Jane Cotton's
bracelets." •
and Jerome assisting in keeping
the motor mechanically perfect. Jane Cotton: "People who don't
like my bracelets."
Soon prize money started pouring
Ralph gained more confidence, I Gordon Laughead: "Chewing gum
on
nd before the end of the winter
the sidewalk, but I really
.ason their fame had soared. Drivdon't play favorites with my
(Continued on Page 6)
I peeves."

Two Rollins Brothers Make Names for
Themselves in Outboard Motorboat Racing
Comparatively unnoticed in
ever increasing list of "greats" on
the Rollins campus are two boys of
national importance, Ralph and
Jerome Hagood. Their fame lies
he outboard motorboat racing
field; Ralph holds the title of
"Florida State Champion" in classes A and B, and last September
annexed the title of Southeastern
Divisional Champion in class B,

Both boys are known the nation
over as two top-ranking mechanics
and dirvers and it has been predicted that within a few years Ralph
will hold the title of "National
Professional Champion."

Most of us feel like
Tobacco Road on a wet
night what with all the
rain and cold, but there
Ever since high school days outis a touch of spring in
the air regardless, we
board motors have been the main
can prove it because
topic of conversation in the Hagood
Valentine's Day is this
house. A chance adventure once
week,
and
whoever
possessed them to trade an old
heard of hearts without
flowers ?
fishing motor for a class A racing
At Dickson-Ives there
engine. None of them knew much
are some new shoes that
about outboard racing but they dewill warm the heart and
cided right then to learn the fundacool the tootsies. They
men tais. Jerome wrote to all the
are commonly known as
"those Mexican santop-ranking drivers seeking infordles", but they can't be
mation concerning port openings,
dismissed like that. The
piston clearances, case fittings,
shoes are heeless, cornsilk tan with a small
wheel dimensions, and other necesspace of lattice-looking
sary data. Soon letters poured in,
that connects the sole with the top of the shoe. They are good
ideas were formulated, parts i
for the beach, for the campus and for making the feets not too big.
ordered, the motor was assembled And, cotrary to all prices on stuff shipped from below the Rio Grande,
they're modestly priced. They've just been in a week.
1-t's too bad you didn't go to Dickson-Ives (if you didn't) for the new
formal you wore to the Chi O dance on Sattidy. They have a selection
that make you look like Miss Swank from toe to tonsil or almost. If
you are looking for a gown to fit the changing and unexpected weather,
you'll find it in a peppermint striped dress that actually is good enough
to eat (in moderation), made with a bouffant skirt of taffeta red stripes
and taffeta white stripes and a plain white waist.
When a woman needs a trend, she runs into things like the black
marquisette dress in Dickson-Ives which shows the definite Spanish
influence. The skirt has long panel inserts of black lace, and is cut with
a tango-swirl. Or if silk jersey is your forte, there's a two-shades of
green — moss colored and especially good if your blonde — gown with
the accent on slinky. All of these are on the second floor in case you're
wondering.
Plain and Striped
We're just getting used to the smoothness of the Tussy "Stork
Club" lipstick and other essentials, and comes along some new talk
about a nailpolish and lipstick called "Cherry Coke". If you've anything even resembling a tan or any sort of local color, this will make
you look like Little Brown Betty in a (though the word is overworked)
glamorized edition.
And speaking of local color, if you want to be seen, heard and admired,
you'll get a string of those beaten gold bells that they use in India to
tell whether a horse, cow or elephant is passing. They have different,
tones, and are not too heavy to give you curvature if you wear them
over a sweater, pearl-like. If you were in Dickson-Ives last week you
must have seen a distinguished looking gentleman in a grey silk turban
ilking about. You weren't seeing things, because he was J. Mohammed
i, straight from Kapurthala, which, for your incidental information
case you have a blind spot in geography, is in northwestern India.
Smokey Sholley gets the vote of the week for good-looking ensembles.
Her golden and brown corduroy slack suit which she was sporting about
Saturday was mild and wooly and just right for a day that looks
nice snow and turns out to be rain.
A reminder that the Jantzen foundation contest closes on Saturday
of this week, so if you haven't written a line to end the limerick printed
last week, it better go in the mail tomorrow.

New Stock of

CHAMBRAYS

49c

Other Novelty
Cottons

25c to 65c per yd.

ROLLINS
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Nassau Swimming
Meet Postponed

McDowall, Waite
Drive Charges in
Practice Sessions
Many Injuries Cause Post
ponement of Saturday's
Game
By Ira Yopp
The prospects for a successful
1941 football season were increased
by the enrollment of five former
Stetson foolball players. Included
in the group were: Ed Friedson,
190 pound sophomore guard, who
played varsity ball for the Hatters
the past season; Larry Da Rif, 170
pound freshman blocking back and
Earl Tyler, 175 pound freshman
•wing back; Mervin Thai, 200 pound
freshman center and Floyd Jagaears, 205 pound freshman tackle.
These men will undoubtedly add a
great deal of power to the Tar team
which will be riddled by graduation
this spring.
Not satisfied with the progress
being made during offensive drills,
Coach Jack McDowall spent the
full week trying to improve the
situation. He had three backfields
working together. The first backfield was composed of Paul Meredith, Bill Justice, Dick Curry, and
Sammy Pugh. Included in the second backfield were Grady Ray,
Larry Da Rif, Eddie Weinberg, and
Earl Tyler, while the third group
working together was Freddie Caldwell, Reedy Talton, and Monroe
Griffin. Dave Frasier, a speedy and
shifty back from Jacksonville, was
forced to the sidelines with two
broken ribs received during scrimmage. Quentien Bittle is rapidly
improving after undergoing an operation on his shoulder during the
Christmas holidays.
Assistant Coach Alex Waite put
his charge through a strenuous
week of a combined offensive and
defensive drill. Hard charging linemen caused a smile of satisfaction
to appear on his granite face although "The Claw" was stern in
saying that the line play was not
up to the standards of Rillins type
of football. While ends Billy Middlebrook, Red Harris, Joe Whitelonis, Jim Blalock, and Bob Steinfelt spent most of the time working with the backs, the remaining
linemen were under the watchful
eye of Coach Waite.
Due to the injuries of Ollie Barker and Trammell Whittle, only two
tackles were available for duty,
however, Gus Kalouris has shown
steady improvement and Floyd
Jagaears shows much promise. The
guard positions were well taken
care of although Pershing Scott
was held out because of a knee injury and Tommy Knight received
a slight ankle sprain. The center
spot seemed to be the only position
not hampered by injuries, being filled by Buddy Bryson with Ronnie
Green and Mervin Thai as understudies.
The comment of Coach McDowall
was, "With an abundance of material on hand the success of the
coming season will depend upon the
amount of work put forth by the
players themselves."
The boys are certainly trying!

Come On, Big Brave
Men! Sit Thru "The
Ape"; Get Free Pass
On Saturday a t midnight the Colony Theatre will present a "new
idea" midnight show with Boris
Karloff in "The Ape" on the screen.
According to the theatre management, the picture is so 'scary' that
a FREE PASS is being offered to
each person remaining in his seat
through the entire picture. This
pass will entitle the holder to see
"Adam Had 4 Sons", featuring
Warner Baxter and Ingrid Bergman on the theatre's regular first
run showing Thursday and Friday,
February 20-21. Patrons of the
theatre are dared to see "The Ape",
but are advised that if they do, they
will receive "Reward for Bravery
Passes" as they stagger out of the
theatre.

Lack of Boat Reservations
Cause of Delay
The high hopes of the Eollins
swimming team for a trip to Nassau received a temporary setback
Friday, when Officials of the
Florida A. A. U. telephoned Coach
Peeples from Nassau to inform
him that the meet, scheduled to be
held Tuesday, Feb. 11, had been
postponed until March 14. The reason given by the meet officials for
the postponement was that there
are no accomodations for the swimmers on the boats to Nassau. Next
month the sponsors are ging to
charter a boat to transport all the
contestants.
The group of nine who were going down, were: Hank Swan, Bower
Corwin, John Twachtman, Eddie
Waite, Dick Krall, Cecil Butt, Bob
Blackwood, Paul Haley, and Fleet
Peeples.
Although the delay is disappointThere must have been a bathing beauty on the dock when these five former Stetson athletes now ing to the Rollins entries, it has
its brighter side. Fraternity initienrolled here, lined up for the picture. L. to R.: Larry da Rif, Ed Freidson, Earl Tyler, Merwyn Thai, Floyd
ations, flu, and lack of a regular
place to train had played havoc
with the training schedule. Xow.
with a longer time to train, and
with daily workouts in the Orange
Colonial pool, the members of the
team will be in top condition for
the tough competition in Nassau
By Sam Pugh

Five Stetson University Athletes Now
Enrolled at Rollins Show Real Promise

Stetson University's recent d>
cision to abandon inter-collegiate
athletics had many repercussions,
not the least of which was the
transferral here of five star athetes, four Freshmen and one Sophomore, who are now full-fledged
students.
These boys are splendid football
prospects for Coaches Jack MsDowall and Alex Waite's coming
varsity eleven. Two are backs —
"Larry" DaRif, a 175 pound blocking back and Earl Tyler, a 175
pound high-stepping, loose-jointed
halfback. The linesmen — Mervyn
Thai, a big 200 pound center; Floyd
Jaggears, 205 pound tackle; and
Ed Friedson, 190 pound sophomore
guard, add both weight and reserve
strength to Coach Waite's 1941
forward wall.
The backfield men are fast, shifty runners and also good passers.
DaRif punts superbly and will be
depended upon to keep the opponents back on their heels. Earl
Tyler led the march on the Tar
Freshmen for Stetson in their late
season 9-0 victory over the previously undefeated Rollins team. His
frequent interceptions of the Tar

Two Rollins
(Continued from page 5)
ers started writing in asking information and shortly their letter
files swelled with correspondence.
The tide had turned, good fortune
at last was with them.
At this stage Ralph was a senior
in high school and Jerome a sophomore at Rollins. When Ralph cut
classes he tried using the excuse of
being sick but when he reported
to school on Monday his face usually showed the effects of several
days in the sun. The gag just
wouldn't work but when school officials learned the nature of his
absences they were glad to cooperate.
The winter circuit of 1940 came
around to find Ralph and Jerome
with class A and B outfits. The
first race was at Lakeland where
bad luck again confounded them;
some bad fuel was to blame this
time. The following week-end they
when to Jacksonville, where Ralph
won two seconds and three thirds;
from there they raced at Palm
Beach, Miami, Tampa, Dade City,
Rockledge and Fort Meyers. All
this time their skill became greater
and they were becoming beter
known.
At the end of school last year the
two boys started touring the south,
racing almost three times a week.
Ralph won firsts in almost every
one of these ventures, competing
against some of the nation's best
drivers. Their summer trips were
finished, with the exception of
Chattanooga, where on September
ent endowment of this essential
part of the Rollins curriculum.
The purpose of the luncheon on
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SANDSPUR

RCA Victor Radios

arerial game, threw back several
goalward marches.
Here are thumb-nail sketches of
the new men: Lawrence DaRif:
Goes by the name of "Larry." —
hails from Middletown, Ohio, where
he attended Middletown High
School — five feet eight inches
tall, weighs 170 pounds — blond,
curly hair — good looking — plays
blocking back. Opinion of Rollins—
"The friendly atmosphere around
the Rollins campus is really something to write home about."
Earl Tyler — "Ty" — graduated
from Kyser High School, Kyser,
W. Va., 1939 — five feet eleven
inches tall, weighs 175 pounds —
a halfback (all-conference back in
Potomac Valley Conference in W.
Va.,) — plays guard in basketball
— shortstop in baseball — tried
out for Columbia, S. C. "Red Birds
of South Atlandtic Baseball League — His opinion of Rollins: "I
like it. Everybody is friendly; the
campus is beautiful, and as for
football — Coach McDowall is a
swell guy."
Mevyn Thai — "Speed" — attended Miami Beach High, Miami
Beach, Fla., 1940 — a center in
February 21, will be to present a
brief consideration of the field of
first the Southeastern Divisional
Championships were held. The
whole family packed up, tied on
the trailer, and headed for Tennesse.
The entire family worked as a
team; Mrs. Hagood took care of
little Sondra while Ralph, Jerome,
Tommy and Mr. Hagood worked
like beavers on the equipment.
There were seventeen entries in
the event and through all the competition Ralph salvaged one fifth
and two fourth places. The B event
was next and with Ralph driving
the Jacoby and Jerome piloting
the Neal they headed for the starting line. In this event there were
only fourteen entries and when the
exhaust smoke cleared away and
the checkered flag dipped down
the excited crowd learned that the
new Southeastern Divisional Champion in class B, was none other
than Ralph Hagood of Orlando,
Florida.
After this event the hydros and
the racing motors were stored in
moth balls and weren't taken out
until last Saturday, when the circuit started in Jacksonville. Ralph
and Jerome both placed in all the

football — six feet tall, tips the
scales at 200 pounds — made AllCity center in '40 — plays a little
baseball and golf, but prefers hunting and fising — "Speed" reports:
"Everything appeals to me including women and food; the lake, campus, friendly atmosphere of school
and Coach — the best man we've
ever seen."

Romeo and Juliet
Tryouts Friday Night
The second meeting of the
students interested in trying
out. for the Rollins Student
Players' production of "Romeo
and Juliet", will be held Friday
evening, February 14, at 7:30
in the Laboratory Theatre.
Anyone who was unable to attend the first meeting last
Sunday are asked to come Friday with those who have already seen Mr. Bailey.

Floyd Jaggears —"Jagg"—Leesburg High School, Leesburg, Fla. ;
1939 — attended Georgia Military
College at Milledgeville, Ga., for
one year — six feet and one inch,
205 pound tackle — he and Mervyn
Thai co-captains of Stetson Fresh
men gridders this year — likes
CLUB MEETINGS
swimming and boxing — ."I like
Rollins better every minute. Thi
By Frances C. Montgomery
girls have 'oomph.' We like this
There will be a meeting of the
system of play when the fellows Interractial Relations Group at
don't fool around so much. Waite 7:30 P. M., on Friday, February
weighs fine with us, too."
14.
Edward Friedson—"Beetle-Beak"
—Miami Beach, Fla. — five feet
ten inches, 190 pound guard sophomore at Stetson — saw <
siderable action on the varsity —
good defensive player — "This is
a splendid school, and I am liking
it more every day," Ed stated.
events desipte the competition, cold
weather, and rough water. Their
next race takes place this coming
week-end at New Smyrna, Florida,
on Saturday and Sunday afternoon.

•

Miami U. Batters
(Continued from Page 5)

of the Miamians held sway, and
in the last few minutes they pulled
away to a convincing lead.
All in all it was the best exhibition Rollins has given yet. It
even looked for awhile like they
were going to win a game, but
size and brute strength counted
heavily.
It was the clever floor work
and sharp shooting of Clyde Jones
that kept the Rollins team in the
game. Clyde gathered a total of
11 points to lead the team in scoring. "Tiny" Phillips, who as yet
has failed to hit his stride, gathered
9 points to stand a close second
for scoring honors. A few more
games may see "Tiny" hit his
stride. When he does the teams on
Rollin's schedule better look out
because then we will have the scoring threat we need and will win
a few games.

BEHIND THE CURTAINS
Because of a limited amount of
time, your docile informer is compelled merely to use the thumb and
forefinger to raise the concealing
curtain. Were there more time,
both hands could be used to give the
curtain a good heave. A Word of
Warning! Be careful where you,
go, beware with whom you are seen
or the curtain, when raised, might
reveal your indiscretions.
Do you know why Bud Hoover is
so fascinated by rubber balloons?
Do you know why Bill Chick
doesn't get along with his future
mother-in-law ?
Was Charlotte
Stout really
dropped on her head when a baby—
or just recently?
Is blonde really the color of
Nancy Osborne's hair. Only a few
of the select have been privileged.
Did you know that very few people can really take it — sitting
down — ask any of the Phi Delts.
Do you know where most people
go to pitch woo? — Road to Sanford — turn right at Maitland, proceed straight ahead — cross bridge
— turn right immediately — turn
off lights — light a cigarette —
careful don't burn Don Murphy in
the car next to you.
The thumb and forefinger are
released — the curtain drops. Remember, be cautious, next week, the
curtain is to be raised to the top.
Will someone tell us WHY?
John Homan wears those sweet,
girlish fingernails? And Charlie
Arnold knows ALL the answers?
And why Rollins coeds insist on
putting on that lipstick with a
trowel . . . it looks so nasty on shirt
collars . . . Why doesn't Fred Kasten relax and turn on that charm

. . . and Ginny Morgan stop imitating a camel? And must young p ^
Reed walk around like Franken.
stein?
And must those Brooh
twins sit together at breakfast aft.
er all-college dances? Three ma
got up and went back to bed Sun.
day, convinced theye were still
Murphy, why don't you drop that
phoney accent? It was good the
first two years. And why doesn't
somebody tell Charlotte Stout about
that gushing business? And Not.
ine . . . isn't it about time you made
up your mind about Dougie, Buddy
Bryson, etc., etc. ? And say . ,
where does G. Evoy get that gudg.
iss suntan? At how much per ul.
tra-violet hour? And can't somebody get McHugh to decide between
Randy and Bert Schlegel ? Finally,
can't somebody tell a couple of
those freshman football boys that
acting like a high-school tough guy
is sooo silly? Or don't they care?

Radio Program Will
Feature Transcription
The Rollins Radio Program next
Thursday evening, February 13.
from 9:30 to 10:00 P. M., over Station WDBO will feature "Florida
Chatter." "Florida Chatter" is a
transcription of a broadcast given
in New York on February 3, when
Maurice C. Dreicer, Rollins gradj.
ate, interviewed Dr. Harry Raymond Pierce, Everett Farnsworth,
and Joseph Fribley.
Mr. Dreiser, Rollins '34, used to
announce the Rollins Radio Pro.
grams when a student, and at present has charge of seventeen broadcasts.

Intramural Crew Schedule
First race each day, except Saturday, 4:15, second race immediately afterward. Crews not ready at starting time will
be subject to disqualification. Saturday — first race at 2:30.
Tuesday, February 18: Sigma Nu vs. Phi Delta Theta;
Kappa Alpha vs. Lambda Chi Alpha.
Wednesday, February 19: X Club vs. Lambda Chi Alpha;
Sigma Nu vs. Kappa Alph.
Friday, February 21: X Club vs. Sigma Nu; Phi Delta Theta
vs. Kappa Alpha.
Saturday, February 22: X Club vs. Phi Delta Theta; Sigma
Nu vs. Lambda Chi Alpha.
Tuesday, February 25: Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Phi Delta
Theta; X Club vs. Kappa Alpha.

aSatisfy

Smokers know...
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esterfields

WITH THEIR MILDER, BETTER TASTE
D o you k n o w w h y Chesterfield gives y o u m o r e p l e a s u r e ?
B e c a u s e it's the smoker's
cigarette
. . . it h a s e v e r y t h i n g a s m o k e r
wants . . . Real Mildness and a
Cooler, Better Taste.
(chesterfields are better-tasting
and mild.. .not flat... not strong,
because of their right combination of the world's best cigarette
tobaccos. You can't buy abetter
cigarette.

DID YOU KNOW THAT
YOU CAN SAVE

10%
at our cash and carry office.
Complete Laundry Service
CERTIFIED DRYCLEANERS
Pressing While You Wait

Winter Park Branch
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 E. Park Avenue
Opposite Hamilton Hotel
Copyright 1941, LICCFIT & Minis Tom

